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Abstract

Microcontinents are globally recognized as continental regions partially or entirely surrounded by oceanic lithosphere. Due to their positioning, they may become entangled in subduction zones and undergo either accretion or subduction. High-pressure metamorphism in subducted continental rocks support the idea that microcontinents can be subducted, regardless of their low densities.

In this study, we used 2D numerical models to simulate collision of microcontinents with different sizes located at various distances from the upper plate in a subduction system characterized by different convergence velocities, in order to examine their effects on the thermo-mechanical evolution of subduction systems. Specifically, we analyzed the conditions that favor either subduction or accretion of microcontinents and investigated how their presence affects the thermal state within the mantle wedge.

Our results reveal that the presence of microcontinents can lead to four styles of subduction: 1) continuous subduction; 2) continuous subduction with jump of the subduction channel; 3) interruption and restart of the subduction; 4) continental collision.

We discovered that larger microcontinents and higher velocities of the subducting plate contrast a continuous subduction favoring accretion, while farther initial locations from the upper plate and higher velocities of the upper plate favor the subduction of the microcontinent.

Additionally, we observed that the style of subduction has direct effects on the thermal state, with important implications for the potential metamorphic conditions recorded by subducted continental rocks.

In particular, models characterized by parameters that favor the subduction of a larger amount of continental material from the microcontinent exhibit warm mantle wedges.
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Plain Language Summary

Microcontinents are fragments of continents partially or entirely surrounded by an ocean. Due to the relative motion of tectonic plates, they can either be accreted to the continental plate or subducted below it. In our study, we utilized computer simulations to investigate the conditions favoring subduction or accretion and how the presence of microcontinents varying in size and location in the ocean can impact temperatures in the subduction system. Our results reveal that the presence of a microcontinent can lead to four different styles of subduction. These styles are determined by the dimension of the microcontinent, its position in the ocean, and the velocity at which it converges toward the continent: 1) uninterrupted subduction; 2) relocation of the subduction from the front to the back of the microcontinent without interruption; 3) interruption and restart of the subduction; and 4) no subduction. We observed that higher convergence velocities and a greater initial distance between the microcontinent and the continent favor uninterrupted subduction (style 1). On the other hand, larger microcontinents and higher velocities of the ocean favor the relocation or momentary interruption of the subduction (styles 2-4). Finally, we noted that microcontinents induce noticeable changes in temperatures within the subduction system.

1 Introduction

The oceanic lithosphere is characterized by lithological heterogeneities that are considered to represent remnants of extinct arcs, abandoned spreading ridges (aseismic ridges), anomalous volcanic piles, uplifted oceanic crust, and sea mounts. Sometimes even submarine regions of continental crust can occur on the oceanic plate and are subdivided into continental fragments (or ribbons) or microcontinents (Scrutton, 1976; Stein & Ben-Avraham, 2007; Vogt & Gerya, 2014). The continental fragments are bound by oceanic crust on one side and thick sedimentary basins overlying extremely thinned continental crust on the other. Microcontinents, instead, are entirely surrounded by oceanic lithosphere (Scrutton, 1976; Tetreault & Buiter, 2014). Their length varies from tens to hun-
dreds of kilometers, with a width of 20-40 km (Tetreault & Buiter, 2014; Nemčok et al., 2016).

The microcontinents, in particular, can form from passive or active margins. In the first case, during rifting, continental fragments can be separated from the continental margin and eventually become bounded by oceanic lithosphere. The formation of microcontinents at passive margins requires a combination of preexisting linear weaknesses in the continental lithosphere (van den Broek et al., 2020), rotational or oblique extension (Molnar et al., 2018), and variation in extension magnitude over time (Magni et al., 2021). The separation of microcontinents from passive margins usually occurs during the latest stages of continental breakup, before the onset of seafloor spreading (Molnar et al., 2018). However, it may also occur after the onset of seafloor spreading, due to the ridge jump onto adjacent zones of weakness when the former spreading ridge becomes amagmatic (Müller et al., 2001; Péron-Pinvidic & Manatschal, 2010; Sinha et al., 2015; Abera et al., 2016).

Microcontinents can form from an active margin in a subduction setting as a result of ridge jump in back-arc basins in combination with rotational or oblique extension (van den Broek & Gaina, 2020; van den Broek et al., 2020; Magni et al., 2021) or a plume-induced break-up (Koptev et al., 2019).

Since a microcontinent is situated on an oceanic plate, it becomes entangled in subduction zones, where it can be either accreted or subducted (Tetreault & Buiter, 2012, 2014). Despite the relatively low density of continental crust, evidence supporting its subductability emerges from numerous discoveries of high-pressure mineral associations in continental rocks (Chopin, 1984; Smith, 1984; X. Wang et al., 1989; N. V. Sobolev & Shatsky, 1990; Chopin, 2003; Liu et al., 2007) and geodynamic modeling (Gerya & Stöckhert, 2006; Afonso & Zlotnik, 2011; Roda et al., 2012). This implies that lithospheric buoyancy alone is insufficient to resist subduction when considering all factors of subduction dynamics (Tetreault & Buiter, 2012). According to the analysis by Cloos (1993), the maximum thickness of subductable crustal fragments is estimated to be 15-20 km. Ellis et al. (1999) demonstrated that continental fragments measuring 30 km in thickness and 90 km in width undergo deformation and folding during subduction within the subduction channel. However, these experiments did not consider the sub-lithospheric mantle, thermal evolution, or substantial convergence rates. The nature of the subduction interface also plays a role in crust subductability (De Franco et al., 2008a, 2008b).

Previous works have analyzed the impact of various parameters on the evolution of subduction systems characterized by oceanic plateaus, seamounts, or microcontinents (e.g. De Franco et al., 2008a; Gerya et al., 2009; Tetreault & Buiter, 2012; Vogt & Gerya, 2014; Yang et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2020; Gün et al., 2022; Yan et al., 2022). However, these models typically focused on very large terranes located at significant distances (km) from the initial trench, emphasizing mechanical effects such as subductibility or material recycling, with less attention to thermal effects. De Franco et al. (2008b) illustrated how a subduction channel facilitates the coherent and steady-state subduction of a continental fragment, enabling subduction regardless of the geometry and strength of the incoming continental crust. In contrast, in discrete subduction faults, coherent subduction of incoming continental material occurs when the colliding terrane’s continental rise is gentle. Conversely, trench locking and probable subsequent slab break-off occur if the terrane’s margin is steep and the strength of its lower crust is high. Regardless of the subduction interface nature, the strength of the incoming continental crust significantly influences the accretion or subduction of the continental fragment. A weak lower crust facilitates accretion through shear delamination of the upper crust, while a strong lower crust results in a more coherent subduction of the continental fragment (De Franco et al., 2008b; Tetreault & Buiter, 2012).

While the influence of different convergence rates in ocean-continent subduction systems has been analyzed in present-day settings (Jarrard, 1986; Lallemand et al., 2005), as well as through both analogue (e.g., Schellart, 2005; Heuret et al., 2007) and numer-
ical (e.g., Roda et al., 2010; Regorda et al., 2017; Wolf & Huismans, 2019) models, a sys-
tematic analysis of the thermal and mechanical effects of convergence rate and micro-
continent size on the dynamics of subduction systems in the case of microcontinent col-
lision is still lacking. This analysis will be particularly useful when compared with the
metamorphic evolution of the remnants of subducted and exhumed crustal rocks. For
instance, consider the continental nappes in the axial part of the Alpine chain (e.g., Sesia-
Lanzo Zone and Brianconnais nappes) that record high pressure and low temperature
(HP-LT) metamorphism. These nappes are interpreted either as microcontinents that
underwent subduction and subsequent exhumation (O’Brien et al., 2001; Rosenbaum &
Lister, 2005; Babist et al., 2006), or as fragments of the upper plate scraped off through
ablative subduction and recycled within the subduction channel (Polino et al., 1990; Spalla
et al., 1996; Gerya & Stöckhert, 2006; Roda et al., 2012) during oceanic subduction. An-
alyzing the thermal evolution induced by microcontinent subduction can provide more
insights into the interpretation of these continental nappes.

For this reason, our goals in the present work are: (i) to evaluate the effects of dif-
ferent velocities of both the subducting and the upper plate on subduction systems with-
out a microcontinent, in order to create reference models to which we compare the ef-
fects of the introduction of microcontinents, and (ii) to analyze the thermo-mechanical
effects induced by the collision of microcontinents of different sizes (ranging from 25 to
100 km wide) located at varying distances from the upper plate (ranging from 25 to 100
km). This analysis encompasses both the dynamics of ocean-continent subduction sys-
tems and the thermal evolution of the mantle wedge, where the burial and recycling of
crustal material usually occur. In particular, we will identify in which cases the system
is characterized either by a continuous subduction channel, by a detachment inside the
subducted microcontinent with the development of a new deep subduction channel, by
a jump of the subduction channel at surface in correspondence of the trench or by an
interruption of the subduction, in order to recognize settings that allow subduction and
exhumation of continental material and those characterized by accretion of the micro-
continent at the trench.

In the following sections, we first provide a brief description of the numerical code
and the model setup used in this study (Section 2). We then present the results obtained
when changing the convergence velocities in a subduction system without a microcon-
tinent, as well as in the case of microcontinent with different sizes (Section 3). Finally,
we discuss whether each change affects the mechanical evolution of the subduction sys-
tem and whether these changes influence the thermal conditions in the mantle wedge (Sec-
tion 4).

2 Methods

In this work, we model the thermo-mechanical evolution of a subduction-collision
system by means of the 2D finite element code FALCON (Regorda et al., 2023), which
relies on the parallel version of the direct MUMPS solver (Amestoy et al., 2001, 2006).
A complete description of the code and the results of all the benchmarks performed can
be found in Regorda (2022). Here, we present the main features implemented in the code.

2.1 Numerical methods

FALCON solves the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations in a 2D
Cartesian domain for an incompressible flow using the extended Boussinesq approxima-
tion (e.g., Christensen & Yuen, 1985; Ismail-Zadeh & Tackley, 2010), as follows:

\[
\vec{\nabla} \cdot \sigma + \rho \vec{g} = \vec{0} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{u} = 0 \tag{2}
\]

\[
\rho_0 C_p \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \vec{u} \cdot \vec{\nabla} T \right) = \vec{\nabla} \cdot (k \vec{\nabla} T) + \rho H + 2\eta \dot{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) : \dot{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) - \alpha T \rho \vec{g} \mu_p \tag{3}
\]

\[
\sigma = -p \mathbf{I} + 2\eta \dot{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) \tag{4}
\]

\[
\dot{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \vec{\nabla} \vec{u} + (\vec{\nabla} \vec{u})^T \right) \tag{5}
\]

\[
\rho(T) = \rho_0(1 - \alpha(T - T_0)) \tag{6}
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the stress tensor, \( \rho \) is the density, \( \vec{g} \) is the gravitational acceleration vector, \( \vec{u} \) is the velocity, \( \rho_0 \) is the reference density, \( C_p \) is the isobaric heat capacity, \( T \) is the temperature, \( t \) is time, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, \( H \) is the volumetric heat production, \( \eta \) is the (effective) viscosity, \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the strain rate tensor, \( \alpha \) is the thermal expansion coefficient, and \( p \) is the pressure.

We used \( Q_1 \times P_0 \) elements (quadrilateral bilinear velocity-constant pressure; e.g., Thieulot & Bangerth, 2022) and, since they do not satisfy the Ladyzhenskaya, Babuska and Brezzi (LBB) stability condition (Donea & Huerta, 2003) and they are prone to element-wise checkerboard pressure pattern (van Zelst et al., 2022), the elemental pressure is smoothed by interpolating it onto nodes and then back onto elements and markers (Thieulot, 2014). The code implements the so-called penalty formulation for which the flow is very weakly compressible, so that Equation 2 can be replaced by

\[
\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{u} = -\frac{p}{\lambda} \tag{7}
\]

where \( \lambda \) is the penalty coefficient that has the same units as viscosity and it is required to be between 5 and 8 orders of magnitude larger than the dynamic viscosity \( \eta \). A dimensionless coefficient \( \lambda^* \) (here fixed to \( 10^6 \)) is then used so that the penalty factor is calculated for each element as \( \lambda(e) = \lambda^* \eta(e) \) (Donea & Huerta, 2003; Marotta et al., 2006; Bollino et al., 2022). This method allows us to eliminate the pressure from the momentum equation 1 resulting in:

\[
\lambda \vec{\nabla} (\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{u}) + \vec{\nabla} \cdot (\vec{\nabla} \vec{u} + (\vec{\nabla} \vec{u})^T) + \rho \vec{g} = \vec{0} \tag{8}
\]

This equation is then solved for the velocity field, while the pressure can be recovered as a post-processing step using Equation 7.

The time step is calculated by means of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (Anderson, 1995):

\[
\delta t = C \min \left( \frac{h_m}{u_M}, \frac{h_m^2}{\kappa} \right) \tag{9}
\]

with \( C \) is the dimensionless Courant number between 0 and 1, \( h_m = \min_{\Omega}(h) \) is the dimension of the smallest element in the mesh, \( u_M = \max_{\Omega} |\vec{u}| \) is the maximum velocity in the domain, \( \kappa \) is the heat diffusion (typically around \( 1 \times 10^{-6} \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) in lithospheric-scale models). The (nonlinear) mass and momentum conservation equations are then solved at each time step \( \delta t \), followed by the energy equation. The streamline-upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) method is implemented in the energy equation to stabilize advection (Hughes & Brooks, 1982; Thieulot, 2011). Materials are subsequently advected and topography updated. Surface processes at the free surface have been implemented by means of the software Fastscape (Braun & Willett, 2013; Cordonnier et al., 2019; Yuan, Braun, Guerit, Rouby, & Cordonnier, 2019; Yuan, Braun, Guerit, Simon, et al., 2019).

Materials are tracked by means of the Particle-in-Cell method. A regularly distributed swarm of Lagrangian markers covers the entire domain and their advection is performed by means of a \( 2^{nd} \)-order Runge-Kutta scheme in space. The interpolated velocity is then
Each marker tracks a given material type and the total number of markers in each element is maintained between a minimum \( n_{\text{min}} \) and a maximum \( n_{\text{max}} \) value. Elemental properties, except for the viscosity, are calculated as the arithmetic average on all the markers inside each element.

FALCON implements the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE; Donea et al., 2004) formulation to accommodate topography by means of free surface deformation: the sides and bottom boundaries remain straight and the length of the domain in the \( x \)-direction does not change (kinematic boundary conditions on these boundaries thereby imply a flux of material through the boundary). However, the top boundary deforms using the velocity field as it is resampled at equidistant abscissae with vertical adjustment of grid nodes in each column at equidistant ordinates and topography is thus created (Thieulot, 2011). To avoid the drunken-sailor instability, the free surface stabilization algorithm of Kaus et al. (2010) is implemented.

The viscosities for dislocation (\( \eta_{\text{ds}} \)) and diffusion (\( \eta_{\text{df}} \)) creep are given by

\[
\eta_{\text{ds}} = \left( \frac{1}{A_{\text{ds}}} \right) \frac{\eta_{\text{df}}^{1-n_{\text{ds}}}}{\eta_{\text{ds}}^{1-n_{\text{ds}}}} \exp \left( \frac{Q_{\text{ds}} + pV_{\text{ds}}}{n_{\text{ds}}RT} \right) \tag{10}
\]

\[
\eta_{\text{df}} = \frac{d^m}{\eta_{\text{df}}} \exp \left( \frac{Q_{\text{df}} + pV_{\text{df}}}{RT} \right) \tag{11}
\]

(e.g., Gerya & Stöckhert, 2002; Billen & Hirth, 2007; Arredondo & Billen, 2016), where \( A, n, Q, V \) are material dependent parameters. \( A \) is the pre-exponential factor, \( n \) is the stress exponent, \( Q \) is the activation energy, \( V \) is the activation volume, \( R \) is the gas constant, \( d \) is the grain size, \( m \) is the grain size exponent and \( \dot{\varepsilon} = \sqrt{I_2} \) is the effective strain rate, given as the square root of the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. Note that diffusion creep is considered in the sublithospheric mantle only and in this case the stress exponent is \( n = 1 \), so that the corresponding viscosity does not depend on the strain rate. Since both types of viscous creep act simultaneously within the lithosphere under the same deviatoric stress (Karato, 2008; Glerum et al., 2018), the composite viscous creep \( \eta_{\text{cp}} \) is then calculated as the harmonic average between \( \eta_{\text{df}} \) and \( \eta_{\text{ds}} \) (e.g., Duretz et al., 2011; Arredondo & Billen, 2016; Glerum et al., 2018):

\[
\eta_{\text{cp}} = \left( \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{df}}} + \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{ds}}} \right)^{-1} \tag{12}
\]

To approximate brittle behavior in our models, a Drucker-Prager plasticity criterion is used (e.g., Alejano & Bobet, 2012; Quinquis & Buiter, 2014; Le Pourhiet et al., 2017; Glerum et al., 2018), given by

\[
\eta_p = \frac{p \sin \phi + c \cos \phi}{2\dot{\varepsilon}_e} \tag{13}
\]

where \( c \) is the cohesion and \( \phi \) the angle of friction. The effective viscosity value is then computed assuming that creep mechanisms and plasticity are independent processes (e.g., Karato, 2008; Andrews & Billen, 2009; Glerum et al., 2018), that is

\[
\eta_{\text{eff}} = \min (\eta_{\text{cp}}, \eta_p) \tag{14}
\]

In order to keep this viscosity within meaningful bounds it is limited to remain in the range \([\eta_{\text{min}}, \eta_{\text{max}}]\), with typically \( \eta_{\text{min}} = 1 \times 10^{19} \text{ Pa s} \) and \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 1 \times 10^{25} \text{ Pa s} \). The effective viscosity \( \eta_{\text{eff}} \) is calculated interpolating effective strain rates, pressures and temperatures of the nodes onto the markers. Elemental viscosities are then calculated as the geometric average of \( \eta_{\text{eff}} \) of the markers inside each element.
Figure 1. Model setup showing crust and mantle lithosphere layer thicknesses with the corresponding temperature (dashed) and strength (continuous) profiles (blue and green for the continental and oceanic domain, respectively). The velocity boundary conditions are in red.

Strain softening is taken into account for both plasticity and viscous creep (Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Babeyko & Sobolev, 2005; Huismans et al., 2005; S. V. Sobolev & Babeyko, 2005; Warren et al., 2008) by means of the accumulated strain $\varepsilon_p$ and $\varepsilon_v$, respectively, memorized by each marker. Plastic weakening approximates deformation-induced softening of faults and brittle shear zones, while viscous weakening can be interpreted as strain-induced grain size reduction and effects of synkinematic metamorphic reactions (Warren et al., 2008). Plastic weakening is simulated by a linear decrease with the strain of cohesion and angle of friction values, when $\varepsilon_{p1} < \varepsilon_p < \varepsilon_{p2}$. Similarly, viscous weakening linearly reduces the viscosity when the viscous strain $\varepsilon_v$ is between $\varepsilon_{v1}$ and $\varepsilon_{v2}$ (Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Warren et al., 2008).

2.2 Numerical setup

In this study, we use different setups with various dimensions both of the microcontinent and of the inner oceanic domain (Figure 1), in an experimental domain of 1200 x 600 km. The minimum numerical resolution is 5 x 5 km with a horizontal refinement towards the center of the model (between $x = 400$ and $x = 800$ km) and a vertical refinement towards the surface (above 120 km depth) where the maximum resolution is 1 x 1 km. The total number of elements is 163,200 and each element is initialized with 16 markers that allow for the tracking of different materials throughout the experiments. For time-stepping we use a Courant number of 0.25.

The initial thermal structure of the lithosphere corresponds to a simple conductive thermal configuration, with a fixed surface temperature of 0 °C and a temperature of 1330 °C at its base (e.g., Erdös et al., 2019; Marotta et al., 2020; Regorda et al., 2021, 2023). The temperature of the sublithospheric mantle follows an adiabatic gradient of 0.4 °C km$^{-1}$ that leads to a temperature of 1530 °C at 600 km depth (e.g., Salazar-Mora et al., 2018; Theunissen & Huismans, 2019). No heat flow is allowed across the side boundaries. All the rheological and thermal parameters can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Densities and plastic, viscous, and thermal parameters of the materials used in the models. Crustal and lithospheric thicknesses in brackets refer to the microcontinents. The variation of the sublithospheric thicknesses refer to domains below continental and oceanic lithospheric mantle, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Continental Crust</th>
<th>Oceanic Crust</th>
<th>Sediments</th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Mantle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>20 (15)</td>
<td>10 (5)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70 (60)</td>
<td>500-520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>kg m(^{-3})</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic weakening range</td>
<td>ε(<em>{p1})-ε(</em>{p2})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesive(^{2})</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>20-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous weakening range</td>
<td>ε(<em>{v1})-ε(</em>{v2})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous weakening factor</td>
<td>f(_{vw})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction law</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry Felsic Antigorite</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microgabbro</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wet Antigorite</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry granite</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granulite</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry olivine</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain size</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain size exponent</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal parameters</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat capacity</td>
<td>C(_{P})</td>
<td>[J K(^{-1})]</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>[W m(^{-1}) K(^{-1})]</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>[K(^{-1})]</td>
<td>3.28×10(^{-5})</td>
<td>3.28×10(^{-5})</td>
<td>3.28×10(^{-5})</td>
<td>3×10(^{-5})</td>
<td>5×10(^{-5})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat production</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>[W m(^{-3})]</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{2}\) The Stokes solver tolerance and the maximum number of iterations have been fixed to 10\(^{-3}\) and 100, respectively.

References: Petersen and Schiffer (2016); Gerya et al. (2014); Gerya and Yuen (2003); Naliboff and Buiter; Naliboff et al. (2020); Warren et al. (2008); Ranalli (1995); Wilks and Carter (1990); Burov (2011); Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003); Roll et al. (2018).
We consider a 20 km thick upper continental crust with a 10 km thick lower continental crust for the upper plate, and a 5 km thick upper oceanic and a 5 km thick lower oceanic crust for the subducting plate. We also consider a 70 km thick lithospheric mantle for both plates, resulting in a 100 km thick lithosphere for the upper plate and in an 80 km thick lithosphere for the subducting plate. The microcontinents are placed on the subducting plate and they are characterized by a 15 km thick upper crust and a 5 km thick lower crust on top of a 60 km thick lithospheric mantle (Table 1 and Figure 1). In order to initiate the subduction, we use a weak seed between the upper and lower plate, consisting of a 10 km thick serpentine layer up to 50 km depth, that will eventually evolve into a subduction channel (e.g., De Franco et al., 2008a; Tetreault & Buiter, 2012). The initial topography is given by the isostatic re-equilibration of the system.

Here, we tested microcontinents of various dimensions (25, 50, 75, and 100 km) placed at different distances from the continental plate (inner ocean size: 25, 50, and 100 km). We also examined different inflow velocities set along both vertical boundaries. We set inflow velocities from the surface down to the bottom of the lithosphere at 1 and 4 cm yr\(^{-1}\) on the left side of the domain (subducting oceanic plate) and 0 and 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\) on the right side (upper continental plate). The velocities on the oceanic plate were chosen to simulate slow and intermediate subductions. A velocity of 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\) on the continental plate was selected to analyze the effects of the upper plate movement, considering velocities higher or lower than the subducting plate. Moreover, these velocities allow us to investigate whether the geodynamics of the subductive system is affected solely by the total convergent velocity or the distribution of velocities among the plates also influences the thermo-mechanics of the system. In all models, a constant outflow velocity along the vertical boundaries in the asthenosphere and a linear transitional zone of 100 km were set, ensuring that the net material flux along the vertical boundaries is 0. The models evolved for different times required to achieve a final convergence of 300 km. All the simulations tested are summarized in Table 2.

### 3 Results

Throughout this work, the models are identified by their unique model identifier, as shown in the first column of Table 2 that provides information about the dimension of the microcontinent (MC), followed by indicators of the dimension of the inner ocean (IO) between the microcontinent and the upper plate, and the velocities of both the subducting (vs) and the upper (vu) plates. For example, the identifier S925.IO100.vs1.vu0 is used for a model with a small (S9) microcontinent (25 km), an inner ocean of 100 km (IO100), a subducting plate velocity (vs) of 1 cm yr\(^{-1}\), and an upper plate velocity (vu) of 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\). In case of models without microcontinent (models NM), the model identifier is only followed by the the plates velocities.

Firstly, we present the results of models without a microcontinent (models NM in Table 2) to verify whether different velocities of both plates affect the thermo-mechanical evolution of the subduction system. Subsequently, we present the modeling results for: 1) models with small microcontinents (25 km; models S in Table 2); 2) models with medium microcontinents (50 km; models M in Table 2); 3) models with large microcontinents (75 km; models L in Table 2); and 4) models with extra-large microcontinents (100 km; models XL in Table 2).

For all these models, we first discuss the cases with a narrow inner ocean (25 km-wide), comparing their thermo-mechanical evolution with models without microcontinents characterized by the same velocities (models NM in Table 2). After that, we analyze the thermo-mechanical impact of different dimensions of the inner ocean (50 and 100 km). The effects on the thermal state are analyzed through three geotherms located at 50, 75, and 100 km from the trench, identified as geotherm50, geotherm75, and geotherm100, respectively. All geotherms have been calculated exclusively above the slab to highlight
Table 2. Setup for the different models tested. The following parameters have been varied: dimension of the microcontinent (MC); dimension of the inner ocean (IO) located between the microcontinent and the upper plate; upper plate (UP) velocity; subducting plate (SP) velocity; duration of the evolution (model time). The models are shown in the figures listed in the last column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MC dimension (km)</th>
<th>IO dimension (km)</th>
<th>SP velocity (cm/yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>UP velocity (cm/yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Model time (Myr)</th>
<th>Figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 2a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 2b, f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 2c, g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 2d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 3a and e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3b and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 3d and h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 3e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 3f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3g and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 4a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 4b, f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 4c, g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 4d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 4e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 4f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 4g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M11</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 4h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 5b, d and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5c, d and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L8</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L9</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L10</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L11</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5e and h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L12</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 5f and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 6a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6b, f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL11</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL12</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 6h and n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differences in the thermal state of the mantle wedge, which are crucial for understanding the metamorphic evolution of subducted and exhumed crustal rocks. These geotherms are presented from the surface to 25, 45, and 80 km depth for geotherm_{50}, geotherm_{75}, and geotherm_{100}, respectively.

3.1 Models without microcontinent - models NM

3.1.1 Model with \( v_s = 1 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \) and \( v_u = 0 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \) - model NM1

The reference model NM1, characterized by a slow subducting plate velocity (\( v_s = 1 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \)) and a fixed upper plate velocity (\( v_u = 0 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \)), exhibits the classical evolution of subduction systems. It shows the development of a subduction channel characterized by high strain rates (exceeding \( 10^{-14} \) s\(^{-1} \)), which facilitates the initiation of subduction (blue-to-white area in Fig. 2a and Movie S1 in the Supporting Information).

During the initial phase, the coupling between the two plates results in elevated topography in the forearc region and a slight advancement of the trench (approximately 30 km; indicated by the red star in Fig. 2i). This phase concludes when a continuous subduction channel forms up to the bottom of the lithosphere. However, the coupling is not strong enough to induce ablation of continental crust from the upper plate, resulting in no recycling of continental crust in the wedge.

Subsequently, the trench experiences slow retreat (approximately 30 km) due to the collapse of the topography developed in the forearc, leading to the advancement of the accretionary wedge toward the subducting plate (indicated by the green star in Fig. 2i). During the second half of the evolution, as the subduction channel becomes well-formed and continuous (Fig. 2e and Movie S1 in the Supplementary Information), all forces balance out, and both the trench and the topography show no further variation (Fig. 2i).

3.1.2 Effects of plates velocities - models NM2-NM4

The imposition of a velocity on the upper plate (model \( NM2.v_u3 \)) results in higher coupling between the plates, leading to the development of a higher strain rate in the forearc region during the initial phase of the evolution (Fig. 2b). However, due to the higher value of \( v_u \) compared to \( v_s \) (\( v_s = 1 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \) and \( v_u = 3 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \)), this model does not exhibit any advancement of the trench, which consistently retreats for the entire duration of the simulation (approximately 200 km; Fig. 2i), in contrast to the behavior observed in model NM1. On the contrary, the evolution of the topography is characterized by a continuous decrease in the maximum height after the development of a continuous subduction channel (Fig. 2i), as observed in model NM1. The continuous advancement of the upper plate results in a decrease in the dip angle of the shallowest portion of the slab (above 50 km), which is 24° (Fig. 2f), compared to 28° calculated in the model with the fixed upper plate (model NM1; Fig. 2e). Nevertheless, the final dynamics are similar to that observed in model NM1, with no ablation of continental crust from the upper plate.

Model \( NM3.v_u3.v_u0 \) is characterized, like model NM2, by a total convergent velocity of 4 cm yr\(^{-1} \) (\( v_s = 4 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \) and \( v_u = 0 \) cm yr\(^{-1} \)). However, the coupling between the plates and the general dynamics are remarkable different from the previous model. Model NM3 shows the development of bands with high strain rates that cross the entire thickness of the continental crust of the upper plate during the initial phase of the evolution (Fig. 2c and Movie S2 in the Supplementary Information), as a result of higher coupling compared to models NM1 and NM2 (Fig. 2a and b, respectively). Consequently, the maximum topography developed is higher, and there is an initial advancement of the trench of approximately 100 km, marked by a red star in Fig. 2m. The higher coupling also results in the ablation of upper and lower continental crust from the upper plate,
Figure 2. The evolution of models without a microcontinent at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-h), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels i-n) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Black lines on the figures indicate 500, 800, and 1100 °C isotherms, while background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. Red lines indicate the initial position of the trench, and red stars represent the trench position at the time shown in the first row, indicating the maximum advancement. Green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
leading to slight recycling in the wedge during the second half of the evolution (Fig. 2g),
unlike models NM1 and NM2. However, the second part of the simulation is similar to
what was observed for the previous models, with a continuous collapse of the topogra-
phy of the upper plate that leads to a slight retreat of the trench (approximately 30 km;
Fig. 2m). The final geometry of the slab is also similar to that of the reference model
(NM1), with a shallow dip angle of the slab of 28° (Fig. 2g)

Model $NM_{4}vs_{4}vu_{3}$ ($v_{s}=4$ cm yr$^{-1}$ and $v_{u}=3$ cm yr$^{-1}$) exhibits characteristics found
both in model NM2 and in models NM1 and NM3. In fact, high velocities imposed on
both plates result in high strain rates in the upper plate (Fig. 2d) and, consequently, high
topography (Fig. 2n), similar to the pattern observed in model NM3 (Fig. 2m). Similarly,
the higher velocity of the subducting plate leads to an initial advancement of the
trench (approximately 60 km) in the initial 2 Myr of evolution (red star in Fig. 2n), re-
sembling the behavior of models NM1 and NM3 (red stars in Fig. 2i and m). However,
the imposed velocity on the upper plate limits this advancement, which is less than in
model NM3, and results in a pronounced trench retreat in the second half of the sim-
ulation (approximately 100 km; green star in Fig. 2n), akin to the behavior observed in
model NM2 characterized by low $v_{s}$ and high $v_{u}$ (Fig. 2l). This is related, as in the pre-
vious models, to the development of a continuous subduction channel (Fig. 2h) that leads
to a decrease in strain rates in the upper plate and the consequent collapse of the topog-
raphy (Fig. 2n). Lastly, the velocity imposed on the upper plate causes a decrease in the
shallow slab dip, albeit to a limited extent due to the high velocity of the subducting plate.
The final dip angle is 26°, between the angles calculated for models NM1 and NM3 (28°)
and for model NM2 (24°).

3.2 Models with 25 km-wide microcontinent - models S

3.2.1 Models with 25 km-wide inner ocean - models S1-S4

In cases involving models with small microcontinents (25 km-wide) and a narrow
inner ocean (25 km-wide; models S1-S4 in Fig. 3), the microcontinents do not accrete
at the trench. Consequently, the accretionary wedge is primarily composed of sediments,
resembling the models without microcontinents (refer to models NM1-NM4 in Fig. 2).
As a result, a significant amount of continental material is subducted and subsequently
exhumed in the mantle wedge (Fig. 3a-d). Differences emerge in the ability to recycle
and eventually exhume subducted material, influenced by variations in the velocities of
the subducting and upper plates.

In particular, for $v_{s} = 1$ cm yr$^{-1}$ and a fixed upper plate (model $S1_{25}IO_{25}vs_{1}vu_{0}$),
there is exhumation of almost the entire microcontinent, rising from a maximum depth
of approximately 140 km to 10-15 km depth (Fig. 3a and Movie S3 in the Supporting
Information). This exhumation occurs due to a detachment between upper and lower
crust of the microcontinent when it is already subducted (at approximately 40 km depth),
facilitating detachment from the slab and subsequent recycling. The exhumation of a
significant amount of continental material promotes the upwelling of subducted oceanic
material and has a slight effect on the shallow slab dip angle, decreasing from 28° in model
NM1 to 25°. During the first half of evolution, the subduction of the microcontinent does
not affect neither the trench advancement nor the topography with respect to model NM1
(Fig. 3e). However, model S1 exhibits an additional retreat of the trench during the last
7 million years of evolution (yellow star in Fig. 3e), attributed to the upwelling of ma-
terial pushing the accretionary wedge toward the subducting plate (Fig. 3a and Movie
S3 in the Supporting Information). As a consequence, the topography in the upper plate
undergoes changes, marked by the formation of a pronounced basin on the forearc.

The upwelling flow to shallow depths, resulting from the exhumation of continen-
tal material in the internal portion of the mantle wedge (profiles $p_{1}$ and $p_{2}$ in Fig. 3a),
 together with higher radiogenic heating, induces a temperature increase of approximately
Figure 3. The evolution of models with a 25 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 25 km-wide inner ocean (IO), including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-d), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels e-h) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 4. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM1 model. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels e-h, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench. Yellow star indicates the beginning of exhumation of subducted material.

50 °C in the mantle wedge up to 75 km from the trench (continuous light blue lines in Fig. 4a and b), compared to the model without the microcontinent (model NM1; continuous black lines in Fig. 4a and b). In contrast, the dynamics in the mantle wedge at 100 km from the trench is not affected by the exhumation of continental material (profile $p_3$ in Fig. 3a), resulting in no difference in the thermal state compared to model NM1 (see continuous light blue and black lines in Fig. 4c).

Conversely, a velocity on the upper plate higher than that on the subducting plate (model $S_{25.IO25,v_{s1},v_{u3}}$; $v_s = 1$ and $v_u = 3$ cm yr$^{-1}$) induces a more vigorous mantle flux in the mantle wedge compared to the preceding model (model S1), which limits the recycling of subducted material (Fig. 3b). As the exhumation of material is limited, it has no effects on the topography (Fig. 3f) compared to the topography evolution observed for model NM2 (Fig. 21). Similarly, the slab dip angle above 50 km depth remains the same as in the model without the microcontinent (24°). However, there is a clear increase in the dip angle below 50 km depth, which is easily recognizable when comparing the isotherms in Fig. 3b.

The thermal state in the internal portion of the mantle wedge (profiles $p_1$ and $p_2$ in Fig. 3b) is only slightly higher than in model NM2 (less than 50 °C). This modest increase is due to the limited amount of recycled material, evident in the geotherm50 and geotherm75 at depths below 35-40 km. As observed in model S1, the thermal state in the external portion of the wedge (profile $p_3$ in Fig. 3b) is the same as in model NM2.

The evolution of models with $v_s = 4$ cm yr$^{-1}$ (models $S_{325.IO25,v_{s4},v_{u0}}$ and $S_{425.IO25,v_{s4},v_{u3}}$) is very similar and is not influenced by the velocity of the upper plate. Both models exhibit the exhumation of continental crust, originating from both the microcontinent and ablated from the upper plate (Fig. 3c and d). This is attributed to the higher coupling
**Figure 4.** Temperature profiles for models with 25 km-wide microcontinent at different distances from the trench: 50 km (panels a, d, g, and l), 75 km (panels b, e, h, and m), and 100 km (panels c, f, i, and n). Continuous black lines indicate the profiles of models without microcontinents (NM). Continuous cyan lines indicate models with 25 km-wide inner ocean, dashed lines indicate models with 50 km-wide inner ocean, and dashed-dotted lines indicate models with 100 km-wide inner ocean.
between the plates, as previously observed in models NM3 and NM4. However, the recycling of material in these models occurs farther from the trench than in model S1 and beneath a thicker crust. This allows exhumation from a depth of 80 km up to approximately 40 km but not shallower (Fig. 3c and d). Consequently, the evolution of the topography is also similar to that observed in models without a microcontinent (models NM3 and NM4), because of the slight effects of the exhumed material (Fig. 3g and h).

The recycling of subducted material in the external portion of the mantle wedge weakens the mantle flux, as evidenced by the isotherm at 500 °C, which is farther from the trench in the wedge area compared to models NM3 and NM4 (compare continuous and dashed isotherms in Fig. 3c and d). The diminished mantle flux results in a less steep slab, with a decrease in the slab dip angle from 28° to 22° for models with a fixed upper plate (models NM3 and S3, respectively) and from 26° to 21° for models with \( v_u = 3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \) (models NM4 and S4, respectively; observe differences between continuous and dashed isotherms in Fig. 3c and d). As a consequence, the temperature in the mantle wedge at 75 and 100 km from the trench decreases compared to NM models (continuous light blue lines in Fig. 4h, i, m, and n). In contrast, there is an increase of 50-100 °C in the temperatures in the most internal portion of the wedge (continuous light blue lines in Fig. 4g and l), as observed in the previous models.

3.2.2 Effects of wider inner oceans - models S5-S12

The increase in the dimension of the inner ocean (50 and 100 km, models S5-S12) does not significantly impact the thermo-mechanical evolution of the models. In the first half of the simulation, the topography evolution follows a pattern similar to that of the previous models, featuring an initial advancement (red stars in Fig. 5d and e) followed by a lesser retreat. On the contrary, a larger inner ocean generates a well-developed and lubricated subduction channel that facilitates the subduction of the microcontinent. Model \( S_{525}.IO_{50}.vS1.vu0 \) is characterized by a steeper slab dip compared to models NM1 and S1, resulting in a warmer geotherm within the mantle wedge (Fig. 4a, b, c).

In model \( S_{925}.IO_{100}.vS1.vu3 \), the microcontinent’s initial location, farther from the upper plate, ensures that when it collides, the subduction channel is already fully developed. Consequently, its collision leads to a slight advancement of the trench after approximately 15 million years of evolution (pink star in Fig. 5e), not observed in previous models. Afterward, the trench remains stable for a few million years, until the exhumation of a substantial amount of subducted material causes an advancement of the accretionary wedge toward the subducting plate, resulting in a subsequent retreat of the trench (yellow star in Fig. 5e). Unlike other models, the S9 model still allows for easy subduction of the microcontinent, but the presence of a large amount of serpentinized crust related to a 100 km-wide inner ocean induces the exhumation of abundant subducted material from approximately 140 km depth up to the surface (Fig. 5b and Movie S4 in the Supporting Information). As a consequence, a more gentle slab dip occurs compared to models NM1, decreasing from 28° to 21° (dashed and continuous black lines, respectively, in Fig. 5b), and there is an increase in temperature by up to 150-200 °C in the central part of the mantle wedge compared to model S1. This difference is clearly visible when comparing geotherm75 and geotherm100 (dotted-dashed light blue lines in Fig. 4b and c).

A 100 km-wide inner ocean does not have any effect on models \( S1025.IO_{100}.vS1.vu3 \) and \( S1225.IO_{100}.vS4.vu3 \), while a few differences can be observed in model \( S1125.IO_{100}.vS4.vu0 \). Specifically, unlike model S3, which showed a temperature decrease in the mantle wedge, model S11 is characterized by an increase in temperature of approximately 50 °C compared to the model without the microcontinent (dashed-dotted light blue and continuous black lines in Fig. 4h). In fact, unlike model S3, this model exhibits a slab dip an-
Figure 5. The evolution of models with a 25 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and 50 (panel a) and 100 (panels b and c) km-wide inner ocean (IO), including velocity fields, and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels d-f) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-c ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 4. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels d-f, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench. Pink stars indicate the collision of the microcontinent and yellow star indicates the beginning of exhumation of subducted material.
gle similar to model NM3 (see isotherm in Fig. 5c), and in this case, the recycling of continental material in the mantle wedge can contribute to a temperature increase.

On the contrary, the upwelling of subducted crust is not intense enough to provoke a trench retreat, as observed in models S1 and S9. The final retreat (green star in Fig. 5f) is due to the collapse of the topography of the upper plate, similar to model NM3. Nonetheless, the total retreat is less than in models NM3 because the collision and subsequent subduction of the microcontinent result in a temporary advancement of the trench after 5 million years (pink star in Fig. 5f).

3.3 Models with 50 km-wide microcontinent - models M

3.3.1 Models with 25 km-wide inner ocean - models M1-M4

The introduction of a larger microcontinent (MC=50 km) in the case of a small inner ocean (IO=25 km; models M1-M4) induces high coupling between the plates when the microcontinent collides. In models with a low velocity of the subducting plate (M150.IO25.vs1.vu0 and M250.IO25.vs1.vu3), this results in the accretion of the microcontinent at the trench, a jump of subduction backward (from s1 to s2 in Fig. 6a and b and Movies S5 in the Supporting Information), and subsequent detachment between the upper and lower continental crust, the latter being subducted. A forced trench retreat is thus observed (just after the red stars in Fig. 6i and l). However, the development of the new subduction channel (s2 in Fig. 6a and b) occurs while the original channel is still active (s1 in Fig. 6a and b), and, therefore, subduction is continuous throughout the entire evolution of these models.

Differently, the higher coupling observed in models with high velocities of the subducting plate (models M3 and M4) results in a temporary interruption of the subduction (approximately 0.5 Myr) after the collision of the microcontinent (models M350.IO25.vs4.vu0 and M450.IO25.vs4.vu3 in Fig. 6c and d). As a consequence, the strain rates in the shallowest part of the subduction channel decrease, and a back thrust fault develops behind the accretionary wedge (b1 in Fig. 6c and d and Movie S6 in the Supporting Information). After that, the subduction restarts along a new subduction channel backward of the microcontinent (s2 in Fig. 6c and d), with the detachment of the lower crust of the microcontinent and its subsequent subduction (Fig. 6g, h and Movie S7 in the Supporting Information). Since models M1, M2, M3 and M4 are characterized by the subduction of a small part of the microcontinent (primarily the lower crust), the recycling of subducted material in the mantle wedge is very limited (Fig. 6e-h).

From a thermal point of view, models M2, M3 and M4 are characterized by both a slight warming of approximately 25-50 °C in the most internal portion of the wedge (red continuous lines in Fig. 7d, i, and g) and a cooling of up to 100-150 °C along more external profiles (red continuous lines in Fig. 7e, f, h, i, n, and m) compared to the models without a microcontinent. The slight warming is attributed to the limited amount of crustal material recycled in the mantle wedge. On the contrary, the significant cooling in the external part of the mantle wedge is attributed to the shallow slab (slab dip of 21°) resulting from the collision of the microcontinent and the restart of subduction backward (Fig. 6g, h). On the contrary, model M1 shows no differences compared to model NM1 because the low velocities imposed at the boundaries result in a low global mantle flow. Therefore, the presence of limited amount of continental material has only a slight effect on the mantle flow inside the wedge (see isotherms in Fig. 6e).

3.3.2 Effects of wider inner oceans - models M5-M12

The increase in the dimension of the inner ocean to 50 km does not significantly affect the subduction dynamics compared to the models with a smaller inner ocean, except for model M650.IO50.vs1.vu3, which does not exhibit a subduction jump at sur-
Figure 6. The evolution of models with a 50 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 25 km-wide inner ocean (IO) at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-h), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels i-n) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 7. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction channel and $s_2$ the second subduction channel after the subduction jump. $b_1$ indicates the back thrust fault inside the accretionary wedge. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels i-n, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
Figure 7. Temperature profiles for models with 50 km-wide microcontinent at different distances from the trench: 50 km (panels a, d, g, and l), 75 km (panels b, e, h, and m), and 100 km (panels c, f, i and, n). Continuous black lines indicate the profiles of models without microcontinents (NM). Continuous red lines indicate models with 25 km-wide inner ocean, dashed lines indicate models with 50 km-wide inner ocean, and dashed-dotted lines indicate models with 100 km-wide inner ocean.
Figure 8. The evolution of models with a 50 km-wide microcontinent (MC), 50 (panels a and e) and 100 (panels b-d and f-h) km-wide inner ocean (IO), at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates, and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels i-n) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 7. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction channel and $s_2$ the second subduction channel after the subduction jump. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels i-n, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.

Conversely, an inner ocean of 100 km allows for more continuous subduction for all velocities considered (M9-M12 in Fig. 8b, c and d), without accretion of the microcontinent at the trench (Fig. 8f, g and h). Models $M9_{50, IO_{100}}$, $v_s1$, $v_u0$ and $M10_{50, IO_{100}}$, $v_s1$, $v_u3$ exhibit a similar behavior, characterized by the detachment between the upper and lower continental crust of the microcontinent deep in the subduction channel (from $s_1$ to $s_2$ in Fig. 8b and c), favoring the recycling and exhumation of subducted material from the microcontinent at the end of the evolution (Fig. 8f and g).

However, model M9 is characterized by a larger amount of recycled material due to the slower velocities in the mantle wedge, allowing for a wider area in which subducted material can be exhumed. Specifically, in model M9, there is exhumation up to 75 km.
from the trench (profile \( p_2 \) in Fig. 8f), while in model M10, the recycling is limited to
50 km from the trench (profile \( p_1 \) in Fig. 8g). As a result, model M9 shows a higher tem-
perature increase (approximately 80 °C) along geotherm75 (dotted-dashed red line in Fig.
7b), whereas model M10 is characterized by a similar increase in temperatures along geotherm50
(dotted-dashed red lines in Fig. 7d) and a decrease in temperature along geotherm100,
as observed in models with a narrower inner ocean (red lines in Fig. 7f).

The push of the exhumed material against the accretionary wedge causes a sud-
den retreat of the trench, more noticeable in model M9, due to the larger amount of ex-
humed microcontinent (red stars in Fig. 8i and m). A similar behavior can also be ob-
served by comparing models \( M11_{50,IO100,v84,vu0} \) and \( M12_{50,IO100,v84,vu3} \). Both mod-
els are characterized by the final upwelling of subducted material between 75 and 100
km from the trench (Fig. 8h), resulting in a remarkable temperature increase of approx-
imately 100 °C along geotherm75 (dotted-dashed red lines in Fig. 7h and m). The only
difference is observed at the trench before the collision of the microcontinent, where model
M11 shows a jump of the subduction in front of the microcontinent (from \( s1 \) to \( s2 \) in Fig.
8d, red star in Fig. 8n and Movie S9 in the Supporting Information), while model M12
displays a continuous subduction.

3.4 Models with 75 km-wide microcontinent - models L

3.4.1 Models with 25 km-wide inner ocean - models L1-L4

The introduction of a 75 km-wide microcontinent relatively close to the upper plate
(25 km-wide inner ocean) does not significantly impact the evolution of models with low
velocity of the subducting plate (\( L1_{25,IO25,v81,vu0} \) and \( L2_{75,IO25,v81,vu4} \)) compared
to models with smaller microcontinents (M1 and M2). In these models, there is still a
jump of the subduction inside the microcontinent, resulting in the accretion of part of
the microcontinent at the trench and limited recycling at the end of the evolution of the
previously subducted portion of the microcontinent.

On the contrary, models with a faster upper plate (models \( L3_{75,IO25,v84,vu0} \) and
\( L4_{75,IO25,v84,vu3} \)) exhibit higher resistance to the subduction of the microcontinent com-
pared to models with the same subduction velocity but smaller microcontinents (M3 and
M4). In particular, model L3 is characterized by the interruption of the subduction as-
associated with the development of a back thrust fault behind the accretionary wedge (\( s1 \)
and \( b_1 \) in Fig. 9a, respectively). However, unlike model M3, the subduction does not restart
along a new subduction channel, and the final setting resembles that of a typical con-
tinental collision (Fig. 9c and Movie S10 in the Supporting Information). As a conse-
quence, the topography does not feature a deep and narrow trench, and the oceanic basin
advances continuously throughout the evolution (Fig. 9e).

Similarly, the initial phase of the evolution of model L4 resembles that of model
M4, both characterized by the interruption of subduction and the development of a back
thrust fault (\( b_1 \) in Fig. 9b and model M4 in Fig. 6d). However, in this case, the inter-
ruption of subduction lasts longer, and the development of a new subduction that sepa-
rates the microcontinent (\( s2 \) in Fig. 9b) occurs with a 1 Myr delay compared to M4,
resulting in a more prolonged period of inactive subduction (Fig. 9f and Movie S11 in
the Supporting Information). Nonetheless, the final configuration is very similar between
models M4 and L4, both mechanically (compare Fig. 6g and Fig. 9d) and thermally (com-
pare continuous red and yellow lines in Fig. 10l-n).

3.4.2 Effects of wider inner oceans - models L5-L12

For these models, an inner ocean of 50 km allows the subduction of the microcon-
tinent only in the case of high subduction velocity and a fixed upper plate (model \( L7_{75,IO50,v84,vu0} \)),
while no significant differences can be observed for all the other velocities considered. In
**Figure 9.** The evolution of models with a 75 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 25 km-wide inner ocean (IO) at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-d), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels e and f) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 10. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction channel and $s_2$ the second subduction channel after the subduction jump. $b_1$ indicates the back thrust fault inside the accretionary wedge. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels e and f, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
Figure 10. Temperature profiles at different distances from the trench: 50 km (panels a, d, g, and l), 75 km (panels b, e, h, and m), and 100 km (panels c, f, i and, n). Continuous black lines indicate the profiles of models without microcontinents (NM). Yellow lines indicate models with 75 km-wide microcontinent and dark green lines indicate models with 100 km-wide microcontinent. Continuous colored lines indicate models with 25 km-wide inner ocean, dashed colored lines indicate models with 50 km-wide inner ocean, and dashed-dotted colored lines indicate models with 100 km-wide inner ocean.
particular, model L7 is still characterized by both the interruption of subduction and the
development of a back thrust fault behind the accretionary wedge (s1 and h1, respectively,
in Fig. 11a). However, in this case, subduction is able to restart inside the microconti-
ent after approximately 2 Myr, similar to that observed for model L4, and the final set-
ting is characterized by the accretion at the trench of a part of the microcontinent (Fig.
11d). The long interruption of subduction does not allow the development of a long slab
at the end of the evolution, making it impossible to observe recycling in the wedge or
to thermally compare this model with the model without a microcontinent.

A wider inner ocean (100 km) does not clearly affect the evolution of models with
a low velocity of the subducting plate (models LD75, IO100, vs4, vu0 and LI075, IO100, vs1, vu4),
which, once again, show a jump of subduction backward of the microcontinent, with the
consequent accretion of part of the microcontinent at the trench (see models M1 and M2
in Fig. 6a, b, e, and f). Conversely, models LI175, IO104, vs4, vu0 and LI275, IO104, vs4, vu3
are characterized by the continuous subduction of the microcontinent. Although the fin-
al setting of these two models is very similar, showing both no accretion and recycling
of subducted material at approximately 75-100 km from the trench (between profiles p2
and p3 in Fig. 11e and f), the dynamics differs before the collision of the microcontinent.
Model L11 is characterized by the jump of the subduction channel in front of the mi-
crocontinent (from s1 to s2 in Fig. 11b), while model L12 shows a continuous subduc-
tion channel throughout the entire evolution (s1 in Fig. 11c). The upwelling of subducted
continental material from a maximum depth of approximately 50-60 km determines both
a slight trench retreat (seen between red and green stars in Fig. 11h and i) and an in-
crease in temperature compared to models NM3 and NM4 along geotherm75 (dashed-
dotted yellow lines in Fig. 10h and m).

3.5 Models with 100 km-wide microcontinent - models XL

Models with a 100 km-wide microcontinent exhibit a similar evolution to those ob-
erved in models with a 75 km-wide microcontinent, despite the larger dimension allowing
for a greater amount of accreted material at the trench and increased recycling of
subducted material. For example, in model XL1104, IO25, vs4, vu0, we observe a jump in
subduction (from s1 to s2 in Fig. 12a), similar to what is seen in models L1 and M1 (Fig.
6a and e). However, the larger microcontinent size allows for the accretion of a greater
amount of material at the trench, and, simultaneously, recycling of subducted material
can be observed from a greater depth, approximately 70 km (between profiles p2 and p3
in Fig. 12e and Movie S12 in the Supporting Information). A similar behavior is observed
in model XL2100, IO25, vs4, vu4. In contrast, in models XL3100, IO25, vs4, vu0 and XL4100, IO25, vs4, vu3,
subduction is interrupted after the collision of the microcontinent, similar to the obser-
vation in model L3 (Fig. 9a and c).

Similar to observations in models with 75 km-wide microcontinents, a wider inner
ocean facilitates the subduction of the microcontinent. In models XL7100, IO50, vs4, vu0
and XL8100, IO50, vs4, vu3, after the collision of the microcontinent, the subduction restarts
with the development of a new subduction channel just before the end of the evolution
(s1 in Fig. 12b and f). Lastly, a 100 km-wide inner ocean allows for a more continuous
subduction after the collision of the microcontinent in models XL11100, IO100, vs4, vu0
and XL2100, IO100, vs4, vu3, with no observed accretion at the trench (Fig. 12g and h).
However, model XL11 is characterized by a jump of the subduction channel in front of
the microcontinent, (from s1 to s2 in Fig. 12c), while model XL12 shows a continuous
subduction throughout the entire evolution (s1 in Fig. 12d). In these models, the sub-
duction of the entire microcontinent results in the recycling of continental material be-
 tween 75 and 100 far from the trench, from a depth of approximately 50 km (between
profiles p2 and p3 in Fig. 12g and h). The upwelling of material determines an increase
in temperature of the mantle wedge with respect to model without microcontinent, in
particular along the geotherm75 of model XL11 (dashed-dotted green line in Fig. 10h)
Figure 11. The evolution of models with a 75 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 50 (panels a and d) and 100 (panels b-c and e-f) km-wide inner ocean (IO) at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-f), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels g-i) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 10. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction zone and $s_2$ the second subduction zone after the subduction jump. $b_1$ indicates the back thrust fault inside the accretionary wedge. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels g-i, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
and along all the geotherms calculated for model XL12 (dashed-dotted green lines in Fig. 10l-n).

4 Discussion

In this section, we first discuss the effects of plate velocities on subduction systems without microcontinents. Subsequently, we delve into the results regarding the mechanical impact (including accretion/subduction, slab geometry, and recycling) of microcontinents with varying sizes. We aim to compare our findings with previous research while placing special emphasis on thermal effects and their potential implications for the metamorphic conditions of recycled material. Finally, we briefly discuss our results in the context of different geodynamic reconstructions.

4.1 Impact of plate velocities on subduction systems without microcontinents

The evolution of our reference model without a microcontinent and low convergence velocity ($v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ and $v_u=0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$) represents the typical progression of an oceancontinent subduction system. This system is characterized by the localization of high strain rates along the plate interface, eventually forming a continuous subduction channel from the surface to the asthenospheric mantle.

The low velocity imposed on the subducting plate does not lead to significant coupling between the plates, resulting in a lack of high strain rates within the continental crust of the upper plate. Consequently, its deformation is restricted to the development of topographical height after a few million years of evolution, which tends to collapse over time. Moreover, the low coupling between the plates results in a lack of ablation of continental material from the upper plate.
The increase in the convergence velocity induces different behaviors depending on the velocities imposed on both the subducting and upper plates. In fact, the model with total convergence of 4 cm yr$^{-1}$ and a faster upper plate ($v_s=1$ cm yr$^{-1}$ and $v_u=3$ cm yr$^{-1}$) has a similar evolution of the model with $v_s=1$ cm yr$^{-1}$ and the fixed upper plate, being characterized by low strain rates in the upper plate and lack of ablation.

On the contrary, the model with the same total convergence but with the entire velocity imposed on the subducting plate ($v_s=4$ cm yr$^{-1}$ and $v_u=0$ cm yr$^{-1}$) shows higher coupling between the plates. This results in the development of both high strain rate bands and increased topography in the upper plate. Additionally, this model displays ablation of continental material from both the upper and lower crusts of the upper plate, leading to recycling in the mantle wedge. A similar behavior is observed when increasing the velocity of the upper plate in the case of a total convergence of 7 cm yr$^{-1}$.

Therefore, our models demonstrate that the overall evolution of a subduction system is primarily controlled by the velocity of the subducting plate, leading to increased deformation of the upper plate at higher velocities. In contrast, different velocities of the upper plate have secondary effects on the evolution.

This finding is significant in the context of geodynamic reconstructions, where numerical simulations typically involve velocities imposed only on the subducting plate to replicate the total convergence between plates. However, our results indicate that the large-scale dynamics of subduction systems are not solely influenced by the total convergence velocity but also by the distribution of velocities on the two plates, even when the total convergence velocities are the same.

4.2 Impact of microcontinents on an ocean-continent subduction system

4.2.1 Type of subduction

We analyzed whether the presence of microcontinents with varying dimensions, situated at different distances from the trench, impacts the evolution of an ocean-continent subduction system. Our models indicate that predicting the subduction occurrence and patterns of microcontinents is challenging, as they depend on multiple factors that cannot be known a priori. However, general trends can be identified concerning the dimensions of both the microcontinent and the inner ocean, as well as the velocities of both the subducting and upper plates.

Our results indicate that continuous subduction can occur regardless of both the plate velocities and the inner ocean dimension, as long as small microcontinents are considered (i.e., 25 km; bottom row of Fig. 13). Consequently, none of these models exhibit accretion of continental material at the trench. Therefore, the accretionary wedge is formed solely by sediments produced at the trench.

On the contrary, the behavior of a subduction system in case of larger microcontinents (>25 km) depends both on the plate velocities and the dimension of the inner ocean. In general, an inner ocean larger than the microcontinent favors the development of a continuous subduction, often characterized by subduction of crustal material without accretion (green and yellow squares without 'A' in Fig. 13). However, a distinct difference is observed between models with low ($v_s=1$ cm yr$^{-1}$) and high ($v_s=4$ cm yr$^{-1}$) velocities of the subducting plate. Models with a low subducting plate velocity ($v_s=1$ cm yr$^{-1}$) are characterized by a continuous subduction, often with a jump in the subduction channel (yellow squares in Fig. 13). In fact, a continuous subduction can be observed only for models with 50 km-wide microcontinents and medium-large inner oceans (75-100 km), in relation to different velocities of the upper plate (green squares in Fig. 13). In contrast, models characterized either by 50 km-wide microcontinent and narrow
Figure 13. Different type of subduction observed. Green squares indicate models characterized by a continuous subduction; yellow squares indicate models in which the subduction is not interrupted but a jump of the subduction channel is observed; orange squares indicate models characterized by an interruption and a restart of the subduction along a new subduction channel; red squares indicate continental collision. Models with an ‘A’ are characterized by accretion of the microcontinent at the trench.

inner oceans, or by 75 and 100 km-wide microcontinent always show a jump in the subduction channel (‘A’ yellow squares in the top two lines of $v_s=1$ cm yr$^{-1}$ models in Fig. 13). The jump of the channel occurs behind the microcontinent when the microcontinent has been partially subducted, leading to detachment between the upper and lower crust. This behavior promotes accretion at the trench of part of the upper crust of the microcontinent (‘A’ yellow squares in Fig. 13), while another part is recycled in the mantle wedge. However, recycling in these models is limited due to the small amount of subducted material.

Differently, models with $v_s=4$ cm yr$^{-1}$ and 25-50 km-wide inner oceans show an interruption of the subduction when the microcontinents collide, with the consequent development of back thrust faults inside the upper plate (orange and red squares in Fig. 13). In most cases the subduction restarts along a new subduction channel locate within the microcontinent, with consequent accretion of the microcontinent at the trench (‘A’ orange squares in Fig. 13) and partial subduction and recycling of continental material. However, the restart does not occur in case of larger microcontinents and narrower inner oceans, and the models are characterized by a final setting typical of continental collision (red squares in Fig. 13), similar to what previously observed by Tao et al. (2020). Nonetheless, a 100 km-wide inner ocean eases the subduction, with differences related to the velocity of the upper plate. In fact, a continuous subduction without jump of the channel can be observed for $v_u=3$ cm yr$^{-1}$ (green square in the last column in Fig. 13), while a subduction jump characterized the models with a fixed upper plate (yellow square without ‘A’ in Fig. 13). However, in this case the jump occurs before the collision of the microcontinent and the new subduction channel restart in front of it, therefore avoiding accretion of the microcontinent at the trench.

Therefore, our results show a direct dependence between the size of microcontinents, the size of the inner ocean, and the capability to be subducted or accreted. In general, a continuous subduction after the collision of the microcontinent does not occur if the microcontinent is wider than the size of the inner ocean, i.e. its distance from the trench. This correlation between size and initial distance of the microcontinent from the upper plate is in agreement with Yan et al. (2022), even if they considered larger microconti-
ments located further from the trench. In addition, higher velocities imposed on the sub-
ducting plates increase the coupling between the plates that results in greater difficul-
ties to produce a continuous subduction or, in some cases, to subduct at all the micro-
continent. On the contrary, higher velocities imposed on the upper plate ease the sub-
duction of the microcontinent, as previously observed by Yang et al. (2018), and, in fact,
all models with a 100 km-wide ocean and \( v_u = 3 \) cm yr\(^{-1}\) are not characterized neither
by interruption of the subduction nor jump of the subduction channel throughout their
entire evolution.

All the various types of subduction we observed in our models (continuous subduc-
tion, jump of the subduction channel and collision) can be well compared to what ob-
served in previous studies (Tetreault & Buiter, 2012; Vogt & Gerya, 2014; Yang et al.,
2018), even if both different initial setup and different parameters for both rheology and
initial boundary conditions were adopted. For example, either plateau subduction, un-
derplating and basal accretion, or frontal accretion observed by Vogt and Gerya (2014)
can be compared either to continuous subduction, jump of the subduction channel with
both accretion and subduction, or collision of the microcontinent predicted by our mod-
els. Similarly, the evolution observed by Tetreault and Buiter (2012) in case of either ho-
mogeneous microcontinents or basal/middle detachment match either the continuous sub-
duction or the jump of the subduction channel noticed in our models.

In addition, the jump of the subduction channel has been hypothesized for geody-
namic reconstructions in different convergent margins. For example, in the reconstruc-
tion of the evolution of the Sesia-Lanzo Zone in the western Alps, Babist et al. (2006)
presented a kinematic model characterized by the collision of successive continental units
(i.e., microcontinents) that resulted in accretion at the trench and retreat of the subduc-
tion channel behind the microcontinents. A similar behavior has been presented by Peng
et al. (2022) in their reconstruction of the tectonic evolution of Central Tibet. They con-
sidered the collision of the microcontinent Amdo against Qiangtang, leading to the sub-
sequent jump of the subduction channel noticed in our models.

### 4.2.2 Slab geometry

We examined the shallow slab dip (above 50 km depth) of all models to determine
if it depends the investigated parameters. Our models revealed a correlation between the
shallow slab dip and the presence and dimensions of the introduced microcontinents in
the domain (Fig. 14). Specifically, we observed a linear decrease in the slab dip for wider
microcontinents, with a linear correlation coefficient of \( r = -0.65 \) (indicated by the black
line in Fig. 14), resulting in a variation of up to 10° between models with 25 km-wide
and 100 km-wide microcontinents (Fig. 14). In contrast, the shallow slab dip does not
appear to be directly correlated with either the dimensions of the inner ocean or the ve-
locities of the plates, as already observed by Lallemant et al. (2005) and Roda et al. (2011).

On the contrary, the deep geometry of the slab seems unrelated to the size of the
microcontinent but is closely tied to the velocities of the plates. All models exhibit a ver-
ticalization of the slab above 100 km deep, except for models with an upper plate mov-
ing faster than the subducting plate (\( v_s = 1 \) cm yr\(^{-1}\) and \( v_u = 3 \) cm yr\(^{-1}\)). For these mod-
els, two distinct behaviors can be observed: in the case of 25 or 50 km-wide microcon-
tinents, the models are characterized by a horizontalization of the slab at approximately
200 km deep, while for larger microcontinents (i.e., 75 and 100 km), the slab does not
exhibit any variation in slab dip.

### 4.2.3 Recycling in the mantle wedge

Different plate velocities influence the occurrence and style of crustal recycling in
the mantle wedge, as illustrated in Fig. 15, where black arrows indicate whether recy-
Figure 14. Shallow slab dip angle of all models in relation to the dimension of the microcontinent. Dark green indicate models without microcontinent; yellow, red and light blue indicate models with 25, 50 and 100 km-wide inner oceans, respectively. Different shapes indicate different velocities imposed on the plates. Black squares indicate the average dip for different dimension of the microcontinent and the black line represents the linear correlation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legend:</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs1.vu0 models</td>
<td>OIO25.vs1.vu0 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs1.vu3 models</td>
<td>OIO25.vs1.vu3 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs4.vu0 models</td>
<td>OIO25.vs4.vu0 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs4.vu3 models</td>
<td>OIO25.vs4.vu3 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs6.vu0 models</td>
<td>OIO50.vs1.vu0 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs6.vu3 models</td>
<td>OIO50.vs1.vu3 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs8.vu0 models</td>
<td>OIO50.vs4.vu0 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs8.vu3 models</td>
<td>OIO50.vs4.vu3 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs10.vu0 models</td>
<td>OIO100.vs1.vu0 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs10.vu3 models</td>
<td>OIO100.vs1.vu3 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs12.vu0 models</td>
<td>OIO100.vs4.vu0 models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM.vs12.vu3 models</td>
<td>OIO100.vs4.vu3 models</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The recycling of subducted material occurs for each model in different portions of the wedge at distances of 50, 75, and 100 km from the trench (left, central, and right colored rectangles). Our results indicate that models with high velocities of the upper plate ($v_u = 3$ cm yr$^{-1}$) are characterized by either the absence or a small amount of recycled material, particularly when associated with a slow subducting plate ($v_s = 1$ cm yr$^{-1}$). This is because the intense mantle flow below the overriding plate pushes the subducted material against the slab, preventing recycling. This behavior is more evident in models with 25 or 50 km-wide microcontinents, showing scarce or null recycling in the case of $v_u = 3$ cm yr$^{-1}$, while abundant recycling is predicted at different distances for fixed upper plate (compare black arrows in the two bottom rows in Fig. 15). Furthermore, higher subducting velocities move the recycling area away from the trench. Models with $v_u = 1$ cm yr$^{-1}$ show recycling at 50/75 km from the trench (left/central colored rectangles of each model, respectively, in Fig. 15), while models characterized by faster subducting plates ($v_u = 4$ cm yr$^{-1}$) exhibit recycling at 75/100 km from the trench (central/right colored rectangles of each model, respectively, in Fig. 15). A farther distance from the trench also results in deeper regions of recycling, making it more challenging to have upwelling up to the surface or even to shallow levels of the crust. Finally, large microcontinents (75-100 km) generally allow both a deep exhumation of the frontal portion of the microcontinent (from approximately 60-70 km deep) and a shallow exhumation of the central/back portion of the microcontinent (from approximately 15-20 km deep) in the case of $v_u = 1$ cm yr$^{-1}$.

Therefore, the velocity of both plates and the size of a microcontinent are significant parameters to consider for better constraining geodynamic reconstruction in the case of exhumed rocks characterized by contrasting maximum pressure recorded. The recycling of subducted material also affects the dynamics of the trench. In fact, mod-
Figure 15. Temperature differences between each model and the equivalent models without microcontinent, calculated along geotherms located 50, 75 and 100 km far from the trench, as in Figs. 4, 7 and 10. Black arrows indicate areas characterized by exhumation of subducted material.

4.2.4 Thermal effects

We discuss the thermal effects due to a microcontinent in the subduction system with respect to equivalent models without microcontinents by comparing the geotherms at three different distances from the trench (50, 75, and 100 km) to separate the mantle wedge into three regions: inner, central, and outer (Fig. 15).

Our results show that the introduction of a microcontinent in a subduction system has a clear impact on the thermal state recorded in the mantle wedge, with different effects observed in different regions of the mantle wedge (Fig. 15). In particular, the inner portion of the wedge shows a general warming compared to models without a microcontinent (red left rectangles in Fig. 15), while the central and outer portions are characterized either by warming or cooling (red or blue central/right rectangles in Fig. 15) as a result of different mechanical evolution of the system.

Since the recycling of material in the inner portion of the wedge (left rectangles in Fig. 15) is limited to shallow levels, the warming in this area (approximately 50-100 °C for all models; white/light red left rectangles in Fig. 15) can be related to the heat flux produced by the recycling of deep material pushing toward the trench. However, no additional heat can be related to higher radiogenic energy produced because the placement of continental crust from the microcontinent, either by accretion or by shallow recycling, replaces similar existing continental crust of the upper plate.

Differently, recycling of continental material in the central and outer portions of the mantle wedge produces warming related both to higher radiogenic energy, because of the large amount of continental crust in the mantle, and to upwelling of deeper and hotter material. Consequently, since the dynamic inside the mantle wedge is strictly correlated to plate velocities and the size and location of the microcontinent (as explained in Section 4.2.3), all of these factors affect the final thermal state of the models. Therefore, models characterized by parameters that favor the subduction of a larger amount
of continental material from the microcontinent (i.e., low velocities of the subducting plate or a large inner ocean) exhibit a warm central mantle wedge (up to 200 °C; central rectangles either in the left panel or in the last column of the third and fourth panels in Fig. 15), where the recycling, or even the exhumation up to the surface, is more abundant. Similarly, models with larger microcontinents are characterized by an increase in temperature up to 150-200 °C in the central portion of the wedge (dark red central rectangles in the top two lines in Fig. 15), when a large amount of continental crust is subducted (i.e., for a large inner ocean).

On the contrary, high velocity imposed on the upper plate determines less warming or even cooling of the mantle wedge (central rectangles in the central columns of the second and fourth panels in Fig. 15) because of low crustal recycling in the mantle wedge (as explained in Section 4.2.3). In addition, the recycling in the central and outer portions of the wedge, even if scarce, prevents the mantle flow below the overriding plate from reaching the mantle wedge, with a consequent lack of a significant source of heat. In fact, models with a more intense mantle flow (high velocities of the upper plate) are always characterized by cooling in the outer portion of the wedge, up to 150 °C (right blue rectangles in the second and fourth panels in Fig. 15). In addition, the thermal state in the most external portion of the wedge is also affected by the slab geometry because a higher slab dip facilitates a more intense counterflow in the mantle wedge that results in higher temperatures. Therefore, models with large microcontinents and high velocities of the upper plate further limit the mantle flow toward the wedge (as explained in Section 4.2.2 for the correlation between microcontinent size and slab dip).

The assessment of temperature variations in the mantle wedge is crucial to determining whether continental material recycled in the wedge records low or high temperatures. Consequently, the metamorphism recorded by these rocks may range from Lawsonite-bearing blueschist or eclogite facies conditions to HP granulites, depending on the microcontinent subduction setting. In general, we observed that recycling in the inner and central portions of the wedge is associated with a significant warming, reaching up to 150-200 °C. This warming is of great importance because the recycled material in these areas can be exhumed to the surface more easily. Therefore, the velocity of both plates and the size of microcontinents and inner oceans are significant parameters to consider, not only for their consequences on the mechanical evolution but also for their impact on the thermal state of the subduction system. These factors have direct effects on geodynamic reconstruction, especially in the case of exhumed rocks characterized by high temperatures recorded during active subduction.

4.3 Limitations and Future Works

In this work, we mainly focus on variations in the size and location of the microcontinent, as well as variations in the initial velocity boundary conditions imposed on both plates. We evaluate their effects on the evolution of subduction. However, we did not consider rheology variations for the different materials in this study. The effects of rheology variations and different thicknesses of the microcontinent have been previously analyzed in other works (e.g. Tetreault & Buiter, 2012; Vogt & Gerya, 2014), and they were proven to have effects on the subductibility of microcontinents.

Additionally, we did not consider either melting or hydration inside the mantle wedge, although both could have effects on the recycling of material and, therefore, on the final thermal setting of the models. Future studies could expand upon the work presented here by incorporating these aspects into the numerical code.

Similarly, we decided to use 2D models to explore in detail the effects of specific parameters throughout the entire evolution of subduction systems. However, future studies could include 3D numerical models to simulate more complex tectonic settings.
Finally, future works could involve a detailed analysis of pressure-temperature-time (PTt) paths predicted by the models for subducted and exhumed particles. This would allow for a comparison with natural PTt paths observed in systems thought to have experienced subduction and/or collision of microcontinents.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the effect of different velocities imposed on both plates on the evolution of an ocean-continent subduction system. In particular, we also analyzed whether the introduction of microcontinents, characterized by different sizes and initial distances from the trench, impacts the system’s evolution.

The first significant result is that the dynamics of a subduction system, in the absence of microcontinents, are not only influenced by the total convergence velocity, but different velocities imposed on both plates, even with the same convergent velocity, also impact the evolution. In general, we observed that an increase in the velocity of the subducting plate leads to higher coupling between plates, resulting in the ablation of material from the upper plate, irrespective of the total convergence rate.

When microcontinents are introduced into the system, we observed four different styles of subduction that depend on the velocities of the plates and both the dimension and initial distance of the microcontinent from the upper plate. Specifically, our models showed: 1) continuous subduction, 2) continuous subduction with a jump in the subduction channel, 3) interruption and restart of the subduction along a new subduction channel, and 4) continental collision. We noticed that the subduction of microcontinents becomes more challenging as their dimensions increase, favoring the jump or interruption of subduction. On the contrary, a large inner ocean facilitates a continuous subduction. Additionally, different velocities of the plates also affect the subduction style; high subducting velocities make the subduction of microcontinents more difficult, while high velocities of the upper plate make it easier.

The style of subduction has primary effects on the wedge dynamics, particularly on the amount of subducted material that recycles in the mantle wedge, resulting in different thermal conditions. A fixed upper plate, especially if coupled with a slow subducting plate, favors the exhumation of recycled material from different depths up to either shallow levels or the surface. This is significant because the upwelling to shallow depths increases the temperature in the inner and central portions of the mantle wedge, directly affecting the metamorphic conditions recorded by subducted and exhumed rocks during their evolution.

Finally, models with conditions that favor the (partial) subduction of large microcontinents are characterized by synchronous exhumation of rocks derived from different portions of the microcontinent. Therefore, these rocks could have experienced either high or low-pressure and temperature conditions during their evolution.

Open Research Section

A complete description of the numerical code FALCON used in this work with the results of the benchmarks performed to test the features implemented in the code can be found on the Zenodo online open access repository Regorda (2022).

Input files with properties of the materials and parameters used in this work and the complete data set with the output files in Paraview format (vtu) of all of the models tested in this work can be found on the Zenodo online open access repository Regorda and Roda (2023).
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Abstract

Microcontinents are globally recognized as continental regions partially or entirely surrounded by oceanic lithosphere. Due to their positioning, they may become entangled in subduction zones and undergo either accretion or subduction. High-pressure metamorphism in subducted continental rocks support the idea that microcontinents can be subducted, regardless of their low densities. In this study, we used 2D numerical models to simulate collision of microcontinents with different sizes located at various distances from the upper plate in a subduction system characterized by different convergence velocities, in order to examine their effects on the thermo-mechanical evolution of subduction systems. Specifically, we analyzed the conditions that favor either subduction or accretion of microcontinents and investigated how their presence affects the thermal state within the mantle wedge. Our results reveal that the presence of microcontinents can lead to four styles of subduction: 1) continuous subduction; 2) continuous subduction with jump of the subduction channel; 3) interruption and restart of the subduction; 4) continental collision. We discovered that larger microcontinents and higher velocities of the subducting plate contrast a continuous subduction favoring accretion, while farther initial locations from the upper plate and higher velocities of the upper plate favor the subduction of the microcontinent. Additionally, we observed that the style of subduction has direct effects on the thermal state, with important implications for the potential metamorphic conditions recorded by subducted continental rocks. In particular, models characterized by parameters that favor the subduction of a larger amount of continental material from the microcontinent exhibit warm mantle wedges.

Plain Language Summary

Microcontinents are fragments of continents partially or entirely surrounded by an ocean. Due to the relative motion of tectonic plates, they can either be accreted to the continental plate or subducted below it. In our study, we utilized computer simulations to investigate the conditions favoring subduction or accretion and how the presence of microcontinents varying in size and location in the ocean can impact temperatures in the subduction system. Our results reveal that the presence of a microcontinent can lead to four different styles of subduction. These styles are determined by the dimension of the microcontinent, its position in the ocean, and the velocity at which it converges toward the continent: 1) uninterrupted subduction; 2) relocation of the subduction from the front to the back of the microcontinent without interruption; 3) interruption and restart of the subduction; and 4) no subduction. We observed that higher convergence velocities and a greater initial distance between the microcontinent and the continent favor uninterrupted subduction (style 1). On the other hand, larger microcontinents and higher velocities of the ocean favor the relocation or momentary interruption of the subduction (styles 2-4). Finally, we noted that microcontinents induce noticeable changes in temperatures within the subduction system.

1 Introduction

The oceanic lithosphere is characterized by lithological heterogeneities that are considered to represent remnants of extinct arcs, abandoned spreading ridges (aseismic ridges), anomalous volcanic piles, uplifted oceanic crust, and sea mounts. Sometimes even submarine regions of continental crust can occur on the oceanic plate and are subdivided into continental fragments (or ribbons) or microcontinents (Scrutton, 1976; Stein & Ben-Avraham, 2007; Vogt & Gerya, 2014). The continental fragments are bound by oceanic crust on one side and thick sedimentary basins overlying extremely thinned continental crust on the other. Microcontinents, instead, are entirely surrounded by oceanic lithosphere (Scrutton, 1976; Tetreault & Buiter, 2014). Their length varies from tens to hun-
dreds of kilometers, with a width of 20–40 km (Tetreault & Buiter, 2014; Nemčok et al., 2016).

The microcontinents, in particular, can form from passive or active margins. In the first case, during rifting, continental fragments can be separated from the continental margin and eventually become bounded by oceanic lithosphere. The formation of microcontinents at passive margins requires a combination of preexisting linear weaknesses in the continental lithosphere (van den Broek et al., 2020), rotational or oblique extension (Molnar et al., 2018), and variation in extension magnitude over time (Magni et al., 2021). The separation of microcontinents from passive margins usually occurs during the latest stages of continental breakup, before the onset of seafloor spreading (Molnar et al., 2018). However, it may also occur after the onset of seafloor spreading, due to the ridge jump onto adjacent zones of weakness when the former spreading ridge becomes amagmatic (Müller et al., 2001; Péron-Pinvidic & Manatschal, 2010; Sinha et al., 2015; Abera et al., 2016).

Microcontinents can form from an active margin in a subduction setting as a result of ridge jump in back-arc basins in combination with rotational or oblique extension (van den Broek & Gaina, 2020; van den Broek et al., 2020; Magni et al., 2021) or a plume-induced break-up (Koptev et al., 2019).

Since a microcontinent is situated on an oceanic plate, it becomes entangled in subduction zones, where it can be either accreted or subducted (Tetreault & Buiter, 2012, 2014). Despite the relatively low density of continental crust, evidence supporting its subductability emerges from numerous discoveries of high-pressure mineral associations in continental rocks (Chopin, 1984; Smith, 1984; X. Wang et al., 1989; N. V. Sobolev & Shatsky, 1990; Chopin, 2003; Liu et al., 2007) and geodynamic modeling (Gerya & Stöckhert, 2006; Afonso & Zlotnik, 2011; Roda et al., 2012). This implies that lithospheric buoyancy alone is insufficient to resist subduction when considering all factors of subduction dynamics (Tetreault & Buiter, 2012). According to the analysis by Cloos (1993), the maximum thickness of subductable crustal fragments is estimated to be 15–20 km. Ellis et al. (1999) demonstrated that continental fragments measuring 30 km in thickness and 90 km in width undergo deformation and folding during subduction within the subduction channel. However, these experiments did not consider the sub-lithospheric mantle, thermal evolution, or substantial convergence rates. The nature of the subduction interface also plays a role in crust subductability (De Franco et al., 2008a, 2008b).

Previous works have analyzed the impact of various parameters on the evolution of subduction systems characterized by oceanic plateaus, seamounts, or microcontinents (e.g. De Franco et al., 2008a; Gerya et al., 2009; Tetreault & Buiter, 2012; Vogt & Gerya, 2014; Yang et al., 2018; Tao et al., 2020; Gün et al., 2022; Yan et al., 2022). However, these models typically focused on very large terranes located at significant distances (km) from the initial trench, emphasizing mechanical effects such as subductibility or material recycling, with less attention to thermal effects. De Franco et al. (2008b) illustrated how a subduction channel facilitates the coherent and steady-state subduction of a continental fragment, enabling subduction regardless of the geometry and strength of the incoming continental crust. In contrast, in discrete subduction faults, coherent subduction of incoming continental material occurs when the colliding terrane’s continental rise is gentle. Conversely, trench locking and probable subsequent slab break-off occur if the terrane’s margin is steep and the strength of its lower crust is high. Regardless of the subduction interface nature, the strength of the incoming continental crust significantly influences the accretion or subduction of the continental fragment. A weak lower crust facilitates accretion through shear delamination of the upper crust, while a strong lower crust results in a more coherent subduction of the continental fragment (De Franco et al., 2008b; Tetreault & Buiter, 2012).

While the influence of different convergence rates in ocean-continent subduction systems has been analyzed in present-day settings (Jarrard, 1986; Lallemand et al., 2005), as well as through both analogue (e.g., Schellart, 2005; Heuret et al., 2007) and numer-
ical (e.g., Roda et al., 2010; Regorda et al., 2017; Wolf & Huismans, 2019) models, a sys-

tematic analysis of the thermal and mechanical effects of convergence rate and micro-
continent size on the dynamics of subduction systems in the case of microcontinent col-
lision is still lacking. This analysis will be particularly useful when compared with the
metamorphic evolution of the remnants of subducted and exhumed crustal rocks. For
instance, consider the continental nappes in the axial part of the Alpine chain (e.g., Sesia-
Lanzo Zone and Brianconnais nappes) that record high pressure and low temperature
(HP-LT) metamorphism. These nappes are interpreted either as microcontinents that
underwent subduction and subsequent exhumation (O’Brien et al., 2001; Rosenbaum &
Lister, 2005; Babist et al., 2006), or as fragments of the upper plate scraped off through
ablative subduction and recycled within the subduction channel (Polino et al., 1990; Spalla
et al., 1996; Gerya & Stöckhert, 2006; Roda et al., 2012) during oceanic subduction. An-
alyzing the thermal evolution induced by microcontinent subduction can provide more
insights into the interpretation of these continental nappes.

For this reason, our goals in the present work are: (i) to evaluate the effects of dif-
ferent velocities of both the subducting and the upper plate on subduction systems with-
out a microcontinent, in order to create reference models to which we compare the ef-
fects of the introduction of microcontinents, and (ii) to analyze the thermo-mechanical
effects induced by the collision of microcontinents of different sizes (ranging from 25 to
100 km wide) located at varying distances from the upper plate (ranging from 25 to 100
km). This analysis encompasses both the dynamics of ocean-continent subduction sys-
tems and the thermal evolution of the mantle wedge, where the burial and recycling of
crustal material usually occur. In particular, we will identify in which cases the system
is characterized either by a continuous subduction channel, by a detachment inside the
subducted microcontinent with the development of a new deep subduction channel, by
a jump of the subduction channel at surface in correspondence of the trench or by an
interruption of the subduction, in order to recognize settings that allow subduction and
exhumation of continental material and those characterized by accretion of the micro-
continent at the trench.

In the following sections, we first provide a brief description of the numerical code
and the model setup used in this study (Section 2). We then present the results obtained
when changing the convergence velocities in a subduction system without a microcon-
tinent, as well as in the case of microcontinent with different sizes (Section 3). Finally,
we discuss whether each change affects the mechanical evolution of the subduction sys-
tem and whether these changes influence the thermal conditions in the mantle wedge (Sec-
tion 4).

2 Methods

In this work, we model the thermo-mechanical evolution of a subduction-collision
system by means of the 2D finite element code FALCON (Regorda et al., 2023), which
relies on the parallel version of the direct MUMPS solver (Amestoy et al., 2001, 2006).
A complete description of the code and the results of all the benchmarks performed can
be found in Regorda (2022). Here, we present the main features implemented in the code.

2.1 Numerical methods

FALCON solves the mass, momentum and energy conservation equations in a 2D
Cartesian domain for an incompressible flow using the extended Boussinesq approxima-
tion (e.g., Christensen & Yuen, 1985; Ismail-Zadeh & Tackley, 2010), as follows:

\[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \sigma + \rho \vec{g} = 0 \]  
\[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{u} = 0 \]  
\[ \rho_0 C_p \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \vec{u} \cdot \nabla T \right) = \vec{\nabla} \cdot (k \vec{\nabla} T) + \rho H + 2\eta \vec{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) : \vec{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) - \alpha T \rho \dot{\varepsilon} \]  
\[ \sigma = -p \mathbf{I} + 2\eta \vec{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) \]  
\[ \dot{\varepsilon}(\vec{u}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \vec{\nabla} \vec{u} + (\vec{\nabla} \vec{u})^T \right) \]  
\[ \rho(T) = \rho_0(1 - \alpha(T - T_0)) \]  

where \( \sigma \) is the stress tensor, \( \rho \) is the density, \( \vec{g} \) is the gravitational acceleration vector, \( \vec{u} \) is the velocity, \( \rho_0 \) is the reference density, \( C_p \) is the isobaric heat capacity, \( T \) is the temperature, \( t \) is time, \( k \) is the thermal conductivity, \( H \) is the volumetric heat production, \( \eta \) is the (effective) viscosity, \( \dot{\varepsilon} \) is the strain rate tensor, \( \alpha \) is the thermal expansion coefficient, and \( p \) is the pressure.

We used \( Q_1 \times P_0 \) elements (quadrilateral bilinear velocity-constant pressure; e.g., Thieulot & Bangerth, 2022) and, since they do not satisfy the Ladyzhenskaya, Babuska and Brezzi (LBB) stability condition (Donea & Huerta, 2003) and they are prone to element-wise checkerboard pressure pattern (van Zelst et al., 2022), the elemental pressure is smoothed by interpolating it onto nodes and then back onto elements and markers (Thieulot, 2014). The code implements the so-called penalty formulation for which the flow is very weakly compressible, so that Equation 2 can be replaced by

\[ \vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{u} = -\frac{p}{\lambda} \]  

where \( \lambda \) is the penalty coefficient that has the same units as viscosity and it is required to be between 5 and 8 orders of magnitude larger than the dynamic viscosity \( \eta \). A dimensionless coefficient \( \lambda^* \) (here fixed to 10^6) is then used so that the penalty factor is calculated for each element as \( \lambda^*(e) = \lambda^* \eta(e) \) (Donea & Huerta, 2003; Marotta et al., 2006; Bollino et al., 2022). This method allows us to eliminate the pressure from the momentum equation 1 resulting in:

\[ \lambda \vec{\nabla} \cdot (\vec{\nabla} \cdot \vec{u}) + \vec{\nabla} \cdot \eta \left( \vec{\nabla} \vec{u} + (\vec{\nabla} \vec{u})^T \right) + \rho \vec{g} = 0 \]  

This equation is then solved for the velocity field, while the pressure can be recovered as a post-processing step using Equation 7.

The time step is calculated by means of the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition (Anderson, 1995):

\[ \delta t = C \min \left( \frac{h_m}{u_M} \frac{h_B^2}{\kappa} \right) \]  

with \( C \) is the dimensionless Courant number between 0 and 1, \( h_m = \min\{h\} \) is the dimension of the smallest element in the mesh, \( u_M = \max\{u \} \) is the maximum velocity in the domain, \( \kappa \) is the heat diffusion (typically around \( 1 \times 10^{-6} \) m^2 s^{-1} in lithospheric-scale models). The (nonlinear) mass and momentum conservation equations are then solved at each time step \( \delta t \), followed by the energy equation. The streamline-upwind Petrov–Galerkin (SUPG) method is implemented in the energy equation to stabilize advection (Hughes & Brooks, 1982; Thieulot, 2011). Materials are subsequently advected and topography updated. Surface processes at the free surface have been implemented by means of the software Fastscape (Braun & Willett, 2013; Cordonnier et al., 2019; Yuan, Braun, Guerit, Rouby, & Cordonnier, 2019; Yuan, Braun, Guerit, Simon, et al., 2019).

Materials are tracked by means of the Particle-in-Cell method. A regularly distributed swarm of Lagrangian markers covers the entire domain and their advection is performed by means of a 2nd-order Runge-Kutta scheme in space. The interpolated velocity is then
Each marker tracks a given material type and the total number of markers in each element is maintained between a minimum \( n_{\text{min}} \) and a maximum \( n_{\text{max}} \) value. Elemental properties, except for the viscosity, are calculated as the arithmetic average on all the markers inside each element.

FALCON implements the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE; Donea et al., 2004) formulation to accommodate topography by means of free surface deformation: the sides and bottom boundaries remain straight and the length of the domain in the \( x \)-direction does not change (kinematic boundary conditions on these boundaries thereby imply a flux of material through the boundary). However, the top boundary deforms using the velocity field as it is resampled at equidistant abscissae with vertical adjustment of grid nodes in each column at equidistant ordinates and topography is thus created (Thieulot, 2011). To avoid the drunken-sailor instability, the free surface stabilization algorithm of Kaus et al. (2010) is implemented.

The viscosities for dislocation (ds) and diffusion (df) creep are given by

\[
\eta_{\text{ds}} = \left( \frac{1}{A_{\text{ds}}} \right) \frac{1}{\dot{\varepsilon}_e^{1-n_{\text{ds}}}} \exp \left( \frac{Q_{\text{ds}} + pV_{\text{ds}}}{n_{\text{ds}}RT} \right) \tag{10}
\]

\[
\eta_{\text{df}} = \frac{d^m}{A_{\text{df}}} \exp \left( \frac{Q_{\text{df}} + pV_{\text{df}}}{RT} \right) \tag{11}
\]

(e.g., Gerya & Stöckhert, 2002; Billen & Hirth, 2007; Arredondo & Billen, 2016), where \( A, n, Q, V \) are material dependent parameters. \( A \) is the pre-exponential factor, \( n \) is the stress exponent, \( Q \) is the activation energy, \( V \) is the activation volume, \( R \) is the gas constant, \( d \) is the grain size, \( m \) is the grain size exponent and \( \dot{\varepsilon}_e = \sqrt{I_2(\dot{\varepsilon})} \) is the effective strain rate, given as the square root of the second invariant of the strain rate tensor. Note that diffusion creep is considered in the sublithospheric mantle only and in this case the stress exponent is \( n = 1 \), so that the corresponding viscosity does not depend on the strain rate. Since both types of viscous creep act simultaneously within the lithosphere under the same deviatoric stress (Karato, 2008; Glerum et al., 2018), the composite viscous creep \( \eta_{\text{cp}} \) is then calculated as the harmonic average between \( \eta_{\text{df}} \) and \( \eta_{\text{ds}} \) (e.g., Duretz et al., 2011; Arredondo & Billen, 2016; Glerum et al., 2018):

\[
\eta_{\text{cp}} = \left( \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{df}}} + \frac{1}{\eta_{\text{ds}}} \right)^{-1} \tag{12}
\]

To approximate brittle behavior in our models, a Drucker-Prager plasticity criterion is used (e.g., Alejano & Bobet, 2012; Quinquis & Buiter, 2014; Le Pourhiet et al., 2017; Glerum et al., 2018), given by

\[
\eta_p = \frac{p \sin \phi + c \cos \phi}{2\dot{\varepsilon}_e} \tag{13}
\]

where \( c \) is the cohesion and \( \phi \) the angle of friction. The effective viscosity value is then computed assuming that creep mechanisms and plasticity are independent processes (e.g., Karato, 2008; Andrews & Billen, 2009; Glerum et al., 2018), that is

\[
\eta_{\text{eff}} = \min (\eta_{\text{cp}}, \eta_p) \tag{14}
\]

In order to keep this viscosity within meaningful bounds it is limited to remain in the range \([\eta_{\text{min}}, \eta_{\text{max}}]\), with typically \( \eta_{\text{min}} = 1 \times 10^{19} \text{ Pa s} \) and \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 1 \times 10^{25} \text{ Pa s} \). The effective viscosity \( \eta_{\text{eff}} \) is calculated interpolating effective strain rates, pressures and temperatures of the nodes onto the markers. Elemental viscosities are then calculated as the geometric average of \( \eta_{\text{eff}} \) of the markers inside each element.
Figure 1. Model setup showing crust and mantle lithosphere layer thicknesses with the corresponding temperature (dashed) and strength (continuous) profiles (blue and green for the continental and oceanic domain, respectively). The velocity boundary conditions are in red.

Strain softening is taken into account for both plasticity and viscous creep (Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Babeyko & Sobolev, 2005; Huismans et al., 2005; S. V. Sobolev & Babeyko, 2005; Warren et al., 2008) by means of the accumulated strain $\varepsilon_p$ and $\varepsilon_v$, respectively, memorized by each marker. Plastic weakening approximates deformation-induced softening of faults and brittle shear zones, while viscous weakening can be interpreted as strain-induced grain size reduction and effects of synkinematic metamorphic reactions (Warren et al., 2008). Plastic weakening is simulated by a linear decrease with the strain of cohesion and angle of friction values, when $\varepsilon_{p1} < \varepsilon_p < \varepsilon_{p2}$. Similarly, viscous weakening linearly reduces the viscosity when the viscous strain $\varepsilon_v$ is between $\varepsilon_{v1}$ and $\varepsilon_{v2}$ (Huismans & Beaumont, 2003; Warren et al., 2008).

2.2 Numerical setup

In this study, we use different setups with various dimensions both of the microcontinent and of the inner oceanic domain (Figure 1), in an experimental domain of $1200 \times 600$ km. The minimum numerical resolution is $5 \times 5$ km with a horizontal refinement towards the center of the model (between $x = 400$ and $x = 800$ km) and a vertical refinement towards the surface (above 120 km depth) where the maximum resolution is $1 \times 1$ km. The total number of elements is 163,200 and each element is initialized with 16 markers that allow for the tracking of different materials throughout the experiments. For time-stepping we use a Courant number of 0.25.

The initial thermal structure of the lithosphere corresponds to a simple conductive thermal configuration, with a fixed surface temperature of 0 °C and a temperature of 1330 °C at its base (e.g., Erdős et al., 2019; Marotta et al., 2020; Regorda et al., 2021, 2023). The temperature of the sublithospheric mantle follows an adiabatic gradient of 0.4 °C km$^{-1}$ that leads to a temperature of 1530 °C at 600 km depth (e.g., Salazar-Mora et al., 2018; Theunissen & Huismans, 2019). No heat flow is allowed across the side boundaries. All the rheological and thermal parameters can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Densities and plastic, viscous, and thermal parameters of the materials used in the models. Crustal and lithospheric thicknesses in brackets refer to the microcontinents. The variation of the sublithospheric thicknesses refer to domains below continental and oceanic lithospheric mantle, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Continental</th>
<th>Oceanic</th>
<th>Sediments</th>
<th>Serpentine</th>
<th>Mantle</th>
<th>Lithospheric</th>
<th>Sublithospheric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>km</td>
<td>20 (15)</td>
<td>10 (5)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>70 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>2650</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td>3300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic weakening range&lt;sup&gt;ef&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{p1}$-$\epsilon_{p2}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friction angle&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$\phi$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>15-3</td>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>25-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohesive&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>MPa</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>10-2</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>20-4</td>
<td>20-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous weakening range&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$\epsilon_{v1}$-$\epsilon_{v2}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscous weakening factor&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$f_{vw}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow law&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dislocation creep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-exponential factor</td>
<td>$A_p$</td>
<td>(Pa s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1.14 x 10$^{-8}$</td>
<td>2 x 10$^{-10}$</td>
<td>1.39 x 10$^{-11}$</td>
<td>1.99 x 10$^{-13}$</td>
<td>7.96 x 10$^{-15}$</td>
<td>1.39 x 10$^{-17}$</td>
<td>1.1 x 10$^{-18}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress exponent</td>
<td>$s_{ps}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation energy</td>
<td>$Q_{ps}$</td>
<td>(kJ mol$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation volume</td>
<td>$V_{ps}$</td>
<td>(m$^3$ mol$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.32 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.32 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>1.8 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion creep</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-exponential factor</td>
<td>$A_d$</td>
<td>(Pa s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.37 x 10$^{-15}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation energy</td>
<td>$Q_d$</td>
<td>(kJ mol$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation volume</td>
<td>$V_d$</td>
<td>(m$^3$ mol$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain size</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>(mm)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain size exponent</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat capacity&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>(J kg$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>(W m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>(K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>3.28 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.28 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>3.28 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>3 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td>3 x 10$^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat production&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>(W m$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The Stokes solver tolerance and the maximum number of iterations have been fixed to 10$^{-3}$ and 100, respectively.

References: 
- Petersen and Schiff (2016);
- Gerya et al. (2014);
- Gerya and Yuen (2003);
- Naliboff and Billet;
- Naliboff et al. (2020);
- Warren et al. (2008);
- Ranalli (1995);
- Wilks and Carter (1988);
- Bruev (2011);
- Hirth and Kohlstedt (2003);
- Roll et al. (2016).
We consider a 20 km thick upper continental crust with a 10 km thick lower continental crust for the upper plate, and a 5 km thick upper oceanic and a 5 km thick lower oceanic crust for the subducting plate. We also consider a 70 km thick lithospheric mantle for both plates, resulting in a 100 km thick lithosphere for the upper plate and in an 80 km thick lithosphere for the subducting plate. The microcontinents are placed on the subducting plate and they are characterized by a 15 km thick upper crust and a 5 km thick lower crust on top of a 60 km thick lithospheric mantle (Table 1 and Figure 1). In order to initiate the subduction, we use a weak seed between the upper and lower plate, consisting of a 10 km thick serpentine layer up to 50 km depth, that will eventually evolve into a subduction channel (e.g., De Franco et al., 2008a; Tetreault & Buiter, 2012). The initial topography is given by the isostatic re-equilibration of the system.

Here, we tested microcontinents of various dimensions (25, 50, 75, and 100 km) placed at different distances from the continental plate (inner ocean size: 25, 50, and 100 km). We also examined different inflow velocities set along both vertical boundaries. We set inflow velocities from the surface down to the bottom of the lithosphere at 1 and 4 cm yr\(^{-1}\) on the left side of the domain (subducting oceanic plate) and 0 and 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\) on the right side (upper continental plate). The velocities on the oceanic plate were chosen to simulate slow and intermediate subductions. A velocity of 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\) on the continental plate was selected to analyze the effects of the upper plate movement, considering velocities higher or lower than the subducting plate. Moreover, these velocities allow us to investigate whether the geodynamics of the subductive system is affected solely by the total convergent velocity or the distribution of velocities among the plates also influences the thermo-mechanics of the system. In all models, a constant outflow velocity along the vertical boundaries in the asthenosphere and a linear transitional zone of 100 km were set, ensuring that the net material flux along the vertical boundaries is 0. The models evolved for different times required to achieve a final convergence of 300 km. All the simulations tested are summarized in Table 2.

### 3 Results

Throughout this work, the models are identified by their unique model identifier, as shown in the first column of Table 2 that provides information about the dimension of the microcontinent (MC), followed by indicators of the dimension of the inner ocean (IO) between the microcontinent and the upper plate, and the velocities of both the subducting (\(v_s\)) and the upper (\(v_u\)) plates. For example, the identifier \(S9_{25,IO_{100},v_s:\text{1},v_u:\text{0}}\) is used for a model with a small (S9) microcontinent (25 km), an inner ocean of 100 km (\(IO_{100}\)), a subducting plate velocity (\(v_s\)) of 1 cm yr\(^{-1}\), and an upper plate velocity (\(v_u\)) of 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\). In case of models without microcontinent (models NM), the model identifier is only followed by the the plates velocities.

Firstly, we present the results of models without a microcontinent (models NM in Table 2) to verify whether different velocities of both plates affect the thermo-mechanical evolution of the subduction system. Subsequently, we present the modeling results for:
1) models with small microcontinents (25 km; models S in Table 2); 2) models with medium microcontinents (50 km; models M in Table 2); 3) models with large microcontinents (75 km; models L in Table 2); and 4) models with extra-large microcontinents (100 km; models XL in Table 2).

For all these models, we first discuss the cases with a narrow inner ocean (25 km-wide), comparing their thermo-mechanical evolution with models without microcontinents characterized by the same velocities (models NM in Table 2). After that, we analyze the thermo-mechanical impact of different dimensions of the inner ocean (50 and 100 km). The effects on the thermal state are analyzed through three geotherms located at 50, 75, and 100 km from the trench, identified as geotherm\(_{50}\), geotherm\(_{75}\), and geotherm\(_{100}\), respectively. All geotherms have been calculated exclusively above the slab to highlight
Table 2. Setup for the different models tested. The following parameters have been varied: dimension of the microcontinent (MC); dimension of the inner ocean (IO) located between the microcontinent and the upper plate; upper plate (UP) velocity; subducting plate (SP) velocity; duration of the evolution (model time). The models are shown in the figures listed in the last column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>MC dimension (km)</th>
<th>IO dimension (km)</th>
<th>SP velocity (cm/yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>UP velocity (cm/yr$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Model time (Myr)</th>
<th>Figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 2a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 2b, f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 2c, g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 2d, b and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 3a and e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3b and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 3d and h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3a and e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3b and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 3c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 3d and h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 5a and e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5b and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5d and h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 5b and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 5d and h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 5b and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6a, c and e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6b, d and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6c, g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 6d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6a, c and e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6b, d and f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 6c, g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 6d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 8a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 8b, f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 8c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 8d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 8a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 8b, f and l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 8c and g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 8d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Figure 10a, e and i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>Figure 12b, g and m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 12d, h and n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM11</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Figure 12d, h and n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
differences in the thermal state of the mantle wedge, which are crucial for understanding the metamorphic evolution of subducted and exhumed crustal rocks. These geotherms are presented from the surface to 25, 45, and 80 km depth for geotherm_{50}, geotherm_{75}, and geotherm_{100}, respectively.

3.1 Models without microcontinent - models NM

3.1.1 Model with $v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ and $v_u=0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ - model NM1

The reference model NM1, characterized by a slow subducting plate velocity ($v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$) and a fixed upper plate velocity ($v_u=0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$), exhibits the classical evolution of subduction systems. It shows the development of a subduction channel characterized by high strain rates (exceeding $10^{-14} \text{s}^{-1}$), which facilitates the initiation of subduction (blue-to-white area in Fig. 2a and Movie S1 in the Supporting Information).

During the initial phase, the coupling between the two plates results in elevated topography in the forearc region and a slight advancement of the trench (approximately 30 km; indicated by the red star in Fig. 2i). This phase concludes when a continuous subduction channel forms up to the bottom of the lithosphere. However, the coupling is not strong enough to induce ablation of continental crust from the upper plate, resulting in no recycling of continental crust in the wedge.

Subsequently, the trench experiences slow retreat (approximately 30 km) due to the collapse of the topography developed in the forearc, leading to the advancement of the accretionary wedge toward the subducting plate (indicated by the green star in Fig. 2i). During the second half of the evolution, as the subduction channel becomes well-formed and continuous (Fig. 2e and Movie S1 in the Supplementary Information), all forces balance out, and both the trench and the topography show no further variation (Fig. 2i).

3.1.2 Effects of plates velocities - models NM2-NM4

The imposition of a velocity on the upper plate (model $NM2.v_{s1}.v_{u3}$) results in higher coupling between the plates, leading to the development of a higher strain rate in the forearc region during the initial phase of the evolution (Fig. 2b). However, due to the higher value of $v_u$ compared to $v_s$ ($v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ and $v_u=3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$), this model does not exhibit any advancement of the trench, which consistently retreats for the entire duration of the simulation (approximately 200 km; Fig. 2i), in contrast to the behavior observed in model NM1. On the contrary, the evolution of the topography is characterized by a continuous decrease in the maximum height after the development of a continuous subduction channel (Fig. 2i), as observed in model NM1. The continuous advancement of the upper plate results in a decrease in the dip angle of the shallowest portion of the slab (above 50 km), which is 24° (Fig. 2f), compared to 28° calculated in the model with the fixed upper plate (model NM1; Fig. 2e). Nevertheless, the final dynamics are similar to that observed in model NM1, with no ablation of continental crust from the upper plate.

Model $NM3.v_{s4}.v_{u0}$ is characterized, like model NM2, by a total convergent velocity of 4 cm yr$^{-1}$ ($v_s=4 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ and $v_u=0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$). However, the coupling between the plates and the general dynamics are remarkable different from the previous model. Model NM3 shows the development of bands with high strain rates that cross the entire thickness of the continental crust of the upper plate during the initial phase of the evolution (Fig. 2c and Movie S2 in the Supplementary Information), as a result of higher coupling compared to models NM1 and NM2 (Fig. 2a and b, respectively). Consequently, the maximum topography developed is higher, and there is an initial advancement of the trench of approximately 100 km, marked by a red star in Fig. 2m. The higher coupling also results in the ablation of upper and lower continental crust from the upper plate,
**Figure 2.** The evolution of models without a microcontinent at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-h), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels i-n) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Black lines on the figures indicate 500, 800, and 1100 °C isotherms, while background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. Red lines indicate the initial position of the trench, and red stars represent the trench position at the time shown in the first row, indicating the maximum advancement. Green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
leading to slight recycling in the wedge during the second half of the evolution (Fig. 2g), unlike models NM1 and NM2. However, the second part of the simulation is similar to what was observed for the previous models, with a continuous collapse of the topography of the upper plate that leads to a slight retreat of the trench (approximately 30 km; Fig. 2m). The final geometry of the slab is also similar to that of the reference model (NM1), with a shallow dip angle of the slab of 28° (Fig. 2g).

Model \textit{NM}4.\textit{vs}4.\textit{vu}3 (\textit{vs}=4 cm yr\textsuperscript{-1} and \textit{vu}=3 cm yr\textsuperscript{-1}) exhibits characteristics found both in model NM2 and in models NM1 and NM3. In fact, high velocities imposed on both plates result in high strain rates in the upper plate (Fig. 2d) and, consequently, high topography (Fig. 2n), similar to the pattern observed in model NM3 (Fig. 2m). Similarly, the higher velocity of the subducting plate leads to an initial advancement of the trench (approximately 60 km) in the initial 2 Myr of evolution (red star in Fig. 2n), resembling the behavior of models NM1 and NM3 (red stars in Fig. 2i and m). However, the imposed velocity on the upper plate limits this advancement, which is less than in model NM3, and results in a pronounced trench retreat in the second half of the simulation (approximately 100 km; green star in Fig. 2n), akin to the behavior observed in model NM2 characterized by low \textit{vs} and high \textit{vu} (Fig. 2l). This is related, as in the previous models, to the development of a continuous subduction channel (Fig. 2h) that leads to a decrease in strain rates in the upper plate and the consequent collapse of the topography (Fig. 2n). Lastly, the velocity imposed on the upper plate causes a decrease in the shallow slab dip, albeit to a limited extent due to the high velocity of the subducting plate. The final dip angle is 26°, between the angles calculated for models NM1 and NM3 (28°) and for model NM2 (24°).

3.2 Models with 25 km-wide microcontinent - models S

3.2.1 Models with 25 km-wide inner ocean - models S1-S4

In cases involving models with small microcontinents (25 km-wide) and a narrow inner ocean (25 km-wide; models S1-S4 in Fig. 3), the microcontinents do not accrete at the trench. Consequently, the accretionary wedge is primarily composed of sediments, resembling the models without microcontinents (refer to models NM1-NM4 in Fig. 2). As a result, a significant amount of continental material is subducted and subsequently exhumed in the mantle wedge (Fig. 3a-d). Differences emerge in the ability to recycle and eventually exhume subducted material, influenced by variations in the velocities of the subducting and upper plates.

In particular, for \textit{vs} = 1 cm yr\textsuperscript{-1} and a fixed upper plate (model S1\textsubscript{25.IO25.vs1.vu0}), there is exhumation of almost the entire microcontinent, rising from a maximum depth of approximately 140 km to 10-15 km depth (Fig. 3a and Movie S3 in the Supporting Information). This exhumation occurs due to a detachment between upper and lower crust of the microcontinent when it is already subducted (at approximately 40 km depth), facilitating detachment from the slab and subsequent recycling. The exhumation of a significant amount of continental material promotes the upwelling of subducted oceanic material and has a slight effect on the shallow slab dip angle, decreasing from 28° in model NM1 to 25°. During the first half of evolution, the subduction of the microcontinent does not affect neither the trench advancement nor the topography with respect to model NM1 (Fig. 3e). However, model S1 exhibits an additional retreat of the trench during the last 7 million years of evolution (yellow star in Fig. 3e), attributed to the upwelling of material pushing the accretionary wedge toward the subducting plate (Fig. 3a and Movie S3 in the Supporting Information). As a consequence, the topography in the upper plate undergoes changes, marked by the formation of a pronounced basin on the forearc.

The upwelling flow to shallow depths, resulting from the exhumation of continental material in the internal portion of the mantle wedge (profiles \textit{p}1 and \textit{p}2 in Fig. 3a), together with higher radiogenic heating, induces a temperature increase of approximately
Figure 3. The evolution of models with a 25 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 25 km-wide inner ocean (IO), including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-d), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels e-h) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 4. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM1 model. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels e-h, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench. Yellow star indicates the beginning of exhumation of subducted material.

50 °C in the mantle wedge up to 75 km from the trench (continuous light blue lines in Fig. 4a and b), compared to the model without the microcontinent (model NM1; continuous black lines in Fig. 4a and b). In contrast, the dynamics in the mantle wedge at 100 km from the trench is not affected by the exhumation of continental material (profile $p_3$ in Fig. 3a), resulting in no difference in the thermal state compared to model NM1 (see continuous light blue and black lines in Fig. 4c).

Conversely, a velocity on the upper plate higher than that on the subducting plate (model $S_2$, $v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$, $v_u=3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$) induces a more vigorous mantle flux in the mantle wedge compared to the preceding model (model S1), which limits the recycling of subducted material (Fig. 3b). As the exhumation of material is limited, it has no effects on the topography (Fig. 3f) compared to the topography evolution observed for model NM2 (Fig. 2l). Similarly, the slab dip angle above 50 km depth remains the same as in the model without the microcontinent (24°). However, there is a clear increase in the dip angle below 50 km depth, which is easily recognizable when comparing the isotherms in Fig. 3b.

The thermal state in the internal portion of the mantle wedge (profiles $p_1$ and $p_2$ in Fig. 3b) is only slightly higher than in model NM2 (less than 50 °C). This modest increase is due to the limited amount of recycled material, evident in the geotherm50 and geotherm75 at depths below 35-40 km. As observed in model S1, the thermal state in the external portion of the wedge (profile $p_3$ in Fig. 3b) is the same as in model NM2.

The evolution of models with $v_s=4 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ (models $S_3$, $v_u=0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ and $S_4$, $v_u=3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$) is very similar and is not influenced by the velocity of the upper plate. Both models exhibit the exhumation of continental crust, originating from both the microcontinent and ablated from the upper plate (Fig. 3c and d). This is attributed to the higher coupling
Figure 4. Temperature profiles for models with 25 km-wide microcontinent at different distances from the trench: 50 km (panels a, d, g, and l), 75 km (panels b, e, h, and m), and 100 km (panels c, f, i and, n). Continuous black lines indicate the profiles of models without microcontinents (NM). Continuous cyan lines indicate models with 25 km-wide inner ocean, dashed lines indicate models with 50 km-wide inner ocean, and dashed-dotted lines indicate models with 100 km-wide inner ocean.
between the plates, as previously observed in models NM3 and NM4. However, the recycling of material in these models occurs farther from the trench than in model S1 and beneath a thicker crust. This allows exhumation from a depth of 80 km up to approximately 40 km but not shallower (Fig. 3c and d). Consequently, the evolution of the topography is also similar to that observed in models without a microcontinent (models NM3 and NM4), because of the slight effects of the exhumed material (Fig. 3g and h).

The recycling of subducted material in the external portion of the mantle wedge weakens the mantle flux, as evidenced by the isotherm at 500 °C, which is farther from the trench in the wedge area compared to models NM3 and NM4 (compare continuous and dashed isotherms in Fig. 3c and d). The diminished mantle flux results in a less steep slab, with a decrease in the slab dip angle from 28° to 22° for models with a fixed upper plate (models NM3 and S3, respectively) and from 26° to 21° for models with $v_u = 3$ cm yr$^{-1}$ (models NM4 and S4, respectively; observe differences between continuous and dashed isotherms in Fig. 3c and d). As a consequence, the temperature in the mantle wedge at 75 and 100 km from the trench decreases compared to NM models (continuous light blue lines in Fig. 4h, i, m, and n). In contrast, there is an increase of 50-100 °C in the temperatures in the most internal portion of the wedge (continuous light blue lines in Fig. 4g and l), as observed in the previous models.

### 3.2.2 Effects of wider inner oceans - models S5-S12

The increase in the dimension of the inner ocean (50 and 100 km, models S5-S12) does not significantly impact the thermo-mechanical evolution of the models. In the first half of the simulation, the topography evolution follows a pattern similar to that of the previous models, featuring an initial advancement (red stars in Fig. 5d and e) followed by a lesser retreat. On the contrary, a larger inner ocean generates a well-developed and lubricated subduction channel that facilitates the subduction of the microcontinent. Model $S_{25.1O100.vu1.vu0}$ is characterized by a steeper slab dip compared to models NM1 and S1, resulting in a warmer geotherm within the mantle wedge (Fig. 4a, b, c).

In model $S_{25.1O100,vu1.vu3}$, the microcontinent’s initial location, farther from the upper plate, ensures that when it collides, the subduction channel is already fully developed. Consequently, its collision leads to a slight advancement of the trench after approximately 15 million years of evolution (pink star in Fig. 5e), not observed in previous models. Afterward, the trench remains stable for a few million years, until the exhumation of a substantial amount of subducted material causes an advancement of the accretionary wedge toward the subducting plate, resulting in a subsequent retreat of the trench (yellow star in Fig. 5e). Unlike other models, the S9 model still allows for easy subduction of the microcontinent, but the presence of a large amount of serpentinized crust related to a 100 km-wide inner ocean induces the exhumation of abundant subducted material from approximately 140 km depth up to the surface (Fig. 5b and Movie S4 in the Supporting Information). As a consequence, a more gentle slab dip occurs compared to models NM1, decreasing from 28° to 21° (dashed and continuous black lines, respectively, in Fig. 5b), and there is an increase in temperature by up to 150-200 °C in the central part of the mantle wedge compared to model S1. This difference is clearly visible when comparing geotherm75 and geotherm100 (dotted-dashed light blue lines in Fig. 4b and c).

A 100 km-wide inner ocean does not have any effect on models $S_{1O25.1O100,vu1.vu3}$ and $S_{25.1O100,vu3,vu3}$, while a few differences can be observed in model $S_{1125.1O100,vu4,vu0}$. Specifically, unlike model S3, which showed a temperature decrease in the mantle wedge, model S11 is characterized by an increase in temperature of approximately 50 °C compared to the model without the microcontinent (dashed-dotted light blue and continuous black lines in Fig. 4h). In fact, unlike model S3, this model exhibits a slab dip an-
Figure 5. The evolution of models with a 25 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and 50 (panel a) and 100 (panels b and c) km-wide inner ocean (IO), including velocity fields, and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels d-f) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-c ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 4. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels d-f, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench. Pink stars indicate the collision of the microcontinent and yellow star indicates the beginning of exhumation of subducted material.
gle similar to model NM3 (see isotherm in Fig. 5c), and in this case, the recycling of continental material in the mantle wedge can contribute to a temperature increase.

On the contrary, the upwelling of subducted crust is not intense enough to provoke a trench retreat, as observed in models S1 and S9. The final retreat (green star in Fig. 5f) is due to the collapse of the topography of the upper plate, similar to model NM3. Nonetheless, the total retreat is less than in models NM3 because the collision and subsequent subduction of the microcontinent result in a temporary advancement of the trench after 5 million years (pink star in Fig. 5f).

3.3 Models with 50 km-wide microcontinent - models M

3.3.1 Models with 25 km-wide inner ocean - models M1-M4

The introduction of a larger microcontinent (MC=50 km) in the case of a small inner ocean (IO=25 km; models M1-M4) induces high coupling between the plates when the microcontinent collides. In models with a low velocity of the subducting plate (M150.IO25.vu1.vu0 and M250.IO25,vu1.vu3), this results in the accretion of the microcontinent at the trench, a jump of subduction backward (from s1 to s2 in Fig. 6a and b and Movies S5 in the Supporting Information), and subsequent detachment between the upper and lower continental crust, the latter being subducted. A forced trench retreat is thus observed (just after the red stars in Fig. 6i and l). However, the development of the new subduction channel (s2 in Fig. 6a and b) occurs while the original channel is still active (s1 in Fig. 6a and b), and, therefore, subduction is continuous throughout the entire evolution of these models.

Differently, the higher coupling observed in models with high velocities of the subducting plate (models M3 and M4) results in a temporary interruption of the subduction (approximately 0.5 Myr) after the collision of the microcontinent (models M350.IO25,vu4.vu0 and M450.IO25,vu4,vu3 in Fig. 6c and d). As a consequence, the strain rates in the shallowest part of the subduction channel decrease, and a back thrust fault develops behind the accretionary wedge (b1 in Fig. 6c and d and Movie S6 in the Supporting Information). After that, the subduction restarts along a new subduction channel backward of the microcontinent (s2 in Fig. 6c and d), with the detachment of the lower crust of the microcontinent and its subsequent subduction (Fig. 6g, h and Movie S7 in the Supporting Information). Since models M1, M2, M3 and M4 are characterized by the subduction of a small part of the microcontinent (primarily the lower crust), the recycling of subducted material in the mantle wedge is very limited (Fig. 6e-h).

From a thermal point of view, models M2, M3 and M4 are characterized by both a slight warming of approximately 25-50 °C in the most internal portion of the wedge (red continuous lines in Fig. 7d, i, and g) and a cooling of up to 100-150 °C along more external profiles (red continuous lines in Fig. 7e, f, h, i, n, and m) compared to the models without a microcontinent. The slight warming is attributed to the limited amount of crustal material recycled in the mantle wedge. On the contrary, the significant cooling in the external part of the mantle wedge is attributed to the shallow slab (slab dip of 21°) resulting from the collision of the microcontinent and the restart of subduction backward (Fig. 6g, h). On the contrary, model M1 shows no differences compared to model NM1 because the low velocities imposed at the boundaries result in a low global mantle flow. Therefore, the presence of limited amount of continental material has only a slight effect on the mantle flow inside the wedge (see isotherms in Fig. 6e).

3.3.2 Effects of wider inner oceans - models M5-M12

The increase in the dimension of the inner ocean to 50 km does not significantly affect the subduction dynamics compared to the models with a smaller inner ocean, except for model M650.IO50,vu1.vu3, which does not exhibit a subduction jump at sur-
**Figure 6.** The evolution of models with a 50 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 25 km-wide inner ocean (IO) at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-h), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels i-n) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 7. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction channel and $s_2$ the second subduction channel after the subduction jump. $b_1$ indicates the back thrust fault inside the accretionary wedge. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels i-n, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
Figure 7. Temperature profiles for models with 50 km-wide microcontinent at different distances from the trench: 50 km (panels a, d, g, and l), 75 km (panels b, e, h, and m), and 100 km (panels c, f, i, and n). Continuous black lines indicate the profiles of models without microcontinents (NM). Continuous red lines indicate models with 25 km-wide inner ocean, dashed lines indicate models with 50 km-wide inner ocean, and dashed-dotted lines indicate models with 100 km-wide inner ocean.
Figure 8. The evolution of models with a 50 km-wide microcontinent (MC), 50 (panels a and e) and 100 (panels b-d and f-h) km-wide inner ocean (IO), at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates, and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels i-n) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate (v_s) and the upper plate (v_u). Red lines on panels a-d (p_1, p_2, and p_3) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 7. s_1 indicates the first subduction channel and s_2 the second subduction channel after the subduction jump. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels i-n, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.

face. Instead, the detachment between the upper and lower continental crust of the microcontinent occurs deep in the subduction channel (from s_1 to s_2 in Fig. 8a and Movie S8 in the Supporting Information). However, the detachment occurs when the microcontinent is still shallow and, as a consequence, the larger amount of continental material in the inner portion of the wedge (Fig. 8e) determines the increases of temperature by up to 100°C due to the higher radiogenic energy produced (dashed red line in Fig. 7d). On the contrary, the increase in temperatures in the deeper and farther portion of the mantle wedge (7e and f) is attributed to the steep slab, compared to models without a microcontinent.

Conversely, an inner ocean of 100 km allows for more continuous subduction for all velocities considered (M9-M12 in Fig. 8b, c and d), without accretion of the microcontinent at the trench (Fig. 8f, g and h). Models M9_{50}, IO_{100}, v_s_1, v_u_0 and M10_{50}, IO_{100}, v_s_1, v_u_3 exhibit a similar behavior, characterized by the detachment between the upper and lower continental crust of the microcontinent deep in the subduction channel (from s_1 to s_2 in Fig. 8b and c), favoring the recycling and exhumation of subducted material from the microcontinent at the end of the evolution (Fig. 8f and g).

However, model M9 is characterized by a larger amount of recycled material due to the slower velocities in the mantle wedge, allowing for a wider area in which subducted material can be exhumed. Specifically, in model M9, there is exhumation up to 75 km...
from the trench (profile $p_2$ in Fig. 8f), while in model M10, the recycling is limited to
50 km from the trench (profile $p_1$ in Fig. 8g). As a result, model M9 shows a higher tem-
perature increase (approximately 80 °C) along geotherm75 (dotted-dashed red line in Fig.
7b), whereas model M10 is characterized by a similar increase in temperatures along geotherm50
(dotted-dashed red lines in Fig. 7d) and a decrease in temperature along geotherm100,
as observed in models with a narrower inner ocean (red lines in Fig. 7f).

The push of the exhumed material against the accretionary wedge causes a sud-
den retreat of the trench, more noticeable in model M9, due to the larger amount of ex-
humed microcontinent (red stars in Fig. 8i and m). A similar behavior can also be ob-
erved by comparing models $M11_{50, 100, v8_{s4, vu_0}}$ and $M12_{50, 100, v8_{s4, vu_4}}$. Both mod-
els are characterized by the final upwelling of subducted material between 75 and 100
km from the trench (Fig. 8h), resulting in a remarkable temperature increase of approx-
imately 100 °C along geotherm75 (dotted-dashed red lines in Fig. 7h and m). The only
difference is observed at the trench before the collision of the microcontinent, where model
M11 shows a jump of the subduction in front of the microcontinent (from $s_1$ to $s_2$ in Fig.
8d, red star in Fig. 8n and Movie S9 in the Supporting Information), while model M12
displays a continuous subduction.

3.4 Models with 75 km-wide microcontinent - models L

3.4.1 Models with 25 km-wide inner ocean - models L1-L4

The introduction of a 75 km-wide microcontinent relatively close to the upper plate
(25 km-wide inner ocean) does not significantly impact the evolution of models with low
velocity of the subducting plate ($L1_{75, IO_{25, vs_{1, vu_0}}}$ and $L2_{75, IO_{25, vs_{1, vu_4}}}$) compared
to models with smaller microcontinents (M1 and M2). In these models, there is still a
jump of the subduction inside the microcontinent, resulting in the accretion of part of
the microcontinent at the trench and limited recycling at the end of the evolution of the
previously subducted portion of the microcontinent.

On the contrary, models with a faster upper plate (models $L3_{75, IO_{25, vs_{4, vu_0}}}$ and
$L4_{75, IO_{25, vs_{4, vu_4}}}$) exhibit higher resistance to the subduction of the microcontinent com-
pared to models with the same subduction velocity but smaller microcontinents (M3 and
M4). In particular, model L3 is characterized by the interruption of the subduction as-
associated with the development of a back thrust fault behind the accretionary wedge ($s_1$
and $b_1$ in Fig. 9a, respectively). However, unlike model M3, the subduction does not restart
along a new subduction channel, and the final setting resembles that of a typical con-
tinental collision (Fig. 9c and Movie S10 in the Supporting Information). As a conse-
quence, the topography does not feature a deep and narrow trench, and the oceanic basin
advances continuously throughout the evolution (Fig. 9e).

Similarly, the initial phase of the evolution of model L4 resembles that of model
M4, both characterized by the interruption of subduction and the development of a back
thrust fault ($b_1$ in Fig. 9b and model M4 in Fig. 6d). However, in this case, the inter-
ruption of subduction lasts longer, and the development of a new subduction that sep-
arates the microcontinent ($s_2$ in Fig. 9b) occurs with a 1 Myr delay compared to M4,
resulting in a more prolonged period of inactive subduction (Fig. 9f and Movie S11 in
the Supporting Information). Nonetheless, the final configuration is very similar between
models M4 and L4, both mechanically (compare Fig. 6g and Fig. 9d) and thermally (com-
pare continuous red and yellow lines in Fig. 10l-n).

3.4.2 Effects of wider inner oceans - models L5-L12

For these models, an inner ocean of 50 km allows the subduction of the microcon-
tinent only in the case of high subduction velocity and a fixed upper plate (model $L7_{75, IO_{50, vs_{4, vu_0}}}$),
while no significant differences can be observed for all the other velocities considered. In
Figure 9. The evolution of models with a 75 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 25 km-wide inner ocean (IO) at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-d), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels e and f) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 10. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction channel and $s_2$ the second subduction channel after the subduction jump. $b_1$ indicates the back thrust fault inside the accretionary wedge. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels e and f, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
Figure 10. Temperature profiles at different distances from the trench: 50 km (panels a, d, g, and l), 75 km (panels b, e, h, and m), and 100 km (panels c, f, i and, n). Continuous black lines indicate the profiles of models without microcontinents (NM). Yellow lines indicate models with 75 km-wide microcontinent and dark green lines indicate models with 100 km-wide microcontinent. Continuous colored lines indicate models with 25 km-wide inner ocean, dashed colored lines indicate models with 50 km-wide inner ocean, and dashed-dotted colored lines indicate models with 100 km-wide inner ocean.
particular, model L7 is still characterized by both the interruption of subduction and the
development of a back thrust fault behind the accretionary wedge ($s_1$ and $h_1$, respectively,
in Fig. 11a). However, in this case, subduction is able to restart inside the microconti-
nent after approximately 2 Myr, similar to that observed for model L4, and the final set-
ing is characterized by the accretion at the trench of a part of the microcontinent (Fig.
11d). The long interruption of subduction does not allow the development of a long slab
at the end of the evolution, making it impossible to observe recycling in the wedge or
to thermally compare this model with the model without a microcontinent.

A wider inner ocean (100 km) does not clearly affect the evolution of models with
a low velocity of the subducting plate (models $L1_{7.5}.IO_{100}.vs,\,v_{u0}$ and $L10_{7.5}.IO_{100}.vs,\,v_{u1}$),
which, once again, show a jump of subduction backward of the microcontinent, with the
consequent accretion of part of the microcontinent at the trench (see models M1 and M2
in Fig. 6a, b, c, and f). Conversely, models $L11_{7.5}.IO_{100}.vs,\,v_{u0}$ and $L12_{7.5}.IO_{100}.vs,\,v_{u3}$
are characterized by the continuous subduction of the microcontinent. Although the fin-
ial setting of these two models is very similar, showing both no accretion and recycling
of subducted material at approximately 75-100 km from the trench (between profiles $p_2$
and $p_3$ in Fig. 11e and f), the dynamics differs before the collision of the microcontinent.
Model L11 is characterized by the jump of the subduction channel in front of the mi-
crocontinent (from $s_1$ to $s_2$ in Fig. 11b), while model L12 shows a continuous subdu-
ction channel throughout the entire evolution ($s_1$ in Fig. 11c). The upwelling of subducted
continental material from a maximum depth of approximately 50-60 km determines both
a slight trench retreat (seen between red and green stars in Fig. 11h and i) and an in-
crease in temperature compared to models NM3 and NM4 along geotherm$\gamma_75$ (dashed-
dotted yellow lines in Fig. 10h and m).

3.5 Models with 100 km-wide microcontinent - models XL

Models with a 100 km-wide microcontinent exhibit a similar evolution to those ob-
served in models with a 75 km-wide microcontinent, despite the larger dimension allow-
ing for a greater amount of accreted material at the trench and increased recycling of
subducted material. For example, in model $XL1_{100}.IO_{25}.vs,\,v_{u0}$, we observe a jump in
subduction (from $s_1$ to $s_2$ in Fig. 12a), similar to what is seen in models L1 and M1 (Fig.
6a and c). However, the larger microcontinent size allows for the accretion of a greater
amount of material at the trench, and, simultaneously, recycling of subducted material
can be observed from a greater depth, approximately 70 km (between profiles $p_2$ and $p_3$
in Fig. 12e and Movie S12 in the Supporting Information). A similar behavior is observed
in model $XL2_{100}.IO_{25}.vs,\,v_{u3}$. In contrast, in models $XL3_{100}.IO_{25}.vs,\,v_{u0}$ and $XL4_{100}.IO_{25}.vs,\,v_{u3}$,
subduction is interrupted after the collision of the microcontinent, similar to the obser-
vation in model L3 (Fig. 9a and c).

Similar to observations in models with 75 km-wide microcontinents, a wider inner
ocean facilitates the subduction of the microcontinent. In models $XL7_{100}.IO_{50}.vs,\,v_{u0}$
and $XL8_{100}.IO_{50}.vs,\,v_{u3}$, after the collision of the microcontinent, the subduction restarts
with the development of a new subduction channel just before the end of the evolution
($s_1$ in Fig. 12b and f). Lastly, a 100 km-wide inner ocean allows for a more continuous
subduction after the collision of the microcontinent in models $XL1_{100}.IO_{100}.vs,\,v_{u0}$
and $XL12_{100}.IO_{100}.vs,\,v_{u3}$, with no observed accretion at the trench (Fig. 12g and h).
However, model XL11 is characterized by a jump of the subduction channel in front of
the microcontinent, (from $s_1$ to $s_2$ in Fig. 12c), while model XL12 shows a continuous
subduction throughout the entire evolution ($s_1$ in Fig. 12d). In these models, the sub-
duction of the entire microcontinent results in the recycling of continental material be-
tween 75 and 100 far from the trench, from a depth of approximately 50 km (between
profiles $p_2$ and $p_3$ in Fig. 12g and h). The upwelling of material determines an increase
in temperature of the mantle wedge with respect to model without microcontinent, in
particular along the geotherm$\gamma_75$ of model XL11 (dashed-dotted green line in Fig. 10h)
Figure 11. The evolution of models with a 75 km-wide microcontinent (MC) and a 50 (panels a and d) and 100 (panels b-c and e-f) km-wide inner ocean (IO) at two distinct stages, including velocity fields and strain rates (panels a-f), and the evolution of topography throughout the entire duration of simulations (panels g-i) are presented for different velocities of the subducting plate ($v_s$) and the upper plate ($v_u$). Red lines on panels a-d ($p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$) indicate the position of the thermal profiles shown in Fig. 10. $s_1$ indicates the first subduction zone and $s_2$ the second subduction zone after the subduction jump. $b_1$ indicates the back thrust fault inside the accretionary wedge. Black lines indicate 500, 800 and 1100 °C isotherms, while dashed black lines indicate the same isotherms referred to NM models. Background colors define the composition as in Fig. 1. In panels g-i, red lines and red stars indicate the initial position and the maximum advancement of the trench, respectively, while the green stars indicate the maximum retreat of the trench.
and along all the geotherms calculated for model XL12 (dashed-dotted green lines in Fig. 10-l-n).

4 Discussion

In this section, we first discuss the effects of plate velocities on subduction systems without microcontinents. Subsequently, we delve into the results regarding the mechanical impact (including accretion/subduction, slab geometry, and recycling) of microcontinents with varying sizes. We aim to compare our findings with previous research while placing special emphasis on thermal effects and their potential implications for the metamorphic conditions of recycled material. Finally, we briefly discuss our results in the context of different geodynamic reconstructions.

4.1 Impact of plate velocities on subduction systems without microcontinents

The evolution of our reference model without a microcontinent and low convergence velocity \( v_s = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \) and \( v_u = 0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \) represents the typical progression of an ocean-continent subduction system. This system is characterized by the localization of high strain rates along the plate interface, eventually forming a continuous subduction channel from the surface to the asthenospheric mantle.

The low velocity imposed on the subducting plate does not lead to significant coupling between the plates, resulting in a lack of high strain rates within the continental crust of the upper plate. Consequently, its deformation is restricted to the development of topographical height after a few million years of evolution, which tends to collapse over time. Moreover, the low coupling between the plates results in a lack of ablation of continental material from the upper plate.
The increase in the convergence velocity induces different behaviors depending on the velocities imposed on both the subducting and upper plates. In fact, the model with total convergence of 4 cm yr\(^{-1}\) and a faster upper plate \((v_u = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \text{ and } v_d = 3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1})\) has a similar evolution of the model with \(v_u = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}\) and the fixed upper plate, being characterized by low strain rates in the upper plate and lack of ablation.

On the contrary, the model with the same total convergence but with the entire velocity imposed on the subducting plate \((v_s = 4 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \text{ and } v_u = 0 \text{ cm yr}^{-1})\) shows higher coupling between the plates. This results in the development of both high strain rate bands and increased topography in the upper plate. Additionally, this model displays ablation of continental material from both the upper and lower crusts of the upper plate, leading to recycling in the mantle wedge. A similar behavior is observed when increasing the velocity of the upper plate in the case of a total convergence of 7 cm yr\(^{-1}\).

Therefore, our models demonstrate that the overall evolution of a subduction system is primarily controlled by the velocity of the subducting plate, leading to increased deformation of the upper plate at higher velocities. In contrast, different velocities of the upper plate have secondary effects on the evolution.

This finding is significant in the context of geodynamic reconstructions, where numerical simulations typically involve velocities imposed only on the subducting plate to replicate the total convergence between plates. However, our results indicate that the large-scale dynamics of subduction systems are not solely influenced by the total convergence velocity but also by the distribution of velocities on the two plates, even when the total convergence velocities are the same.

### 4.2 Impact of microcontinents on an ocean-continent subduction system

#### 4.2.1 Type of subduction

We analyzed whether the presence of microcontinents with varying dimensions, situated at different distances from the trench, impacts the evolution of an ocean-continent subduction system. Our models indicate that predicting the subduction occurrence and patterns of microcontinents is challenging, as they depend on multiple factors that cannot be known a priori. However, general trends can be identified concerning the dimensions of both the microcontinent and the inner ocean, as well as the velocities of both the subducting and upper plates.

Our results indicate that continuous subduction can occur regardless of both the plate velocities and the inner ocean dimension, as long as small microcontinents are considered (i.e., 25 km; bottom row of Fig. 13). Consequently, none of these models exhibit accretion of continental material at the trench. Therefore, the accretory wedge is formed solely by sediments produced at the trench.

On the contrary, the behavior of a subduction system in case of larger microcontinents (>25 km) depends both on the plate velocities and the dimension of the inner ocean. In general, an inner ocean larger than the microcontinent favors the development of a continuous subduction, often characterized by subduction of crustal material without accretion (green and yellow squares without ‘A’ in Fig. 13). However, a distinct difference is observed between models with low \((v_s = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1})\) and high \((v_s = 4 \text{ cm yr}^{-1})\) velocities of the subducting plate. Models with a low subducting plate velocity \((v_s = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1})\) are characterized by a continuous subduction, often with a jump in the subduction channel (yellow squares in Fig. 13). In fact, a continuous subduction can be observed only for models with 50 km-wide microcontinents and medium-large inner oceans (75-100 km), in relation to different velocities of the upper plate (green squares in Fig. 13). In contrast, models characterized either by 50 km-wide microcontinent and narrow
Figure 13. Different type of subduction observed. Green squares indicate models characterized by a continuous subduction; yellow squares indicate models in which the subduction is not interrupted but a jump of the subduction channel is observed; orange squares indicate models characterized by an interruption and a restart of the subduction along a new subduction channel; red squares indicate continental collision. Models with an ‘A’ are characterized by accretion of the microcontinent at the trench.

inner oceans, or by 75 and 100 km-wide microcontinent always show a jump in the subduction channel (’A’ yellow squares in the top two lines of \( v_s = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \) models in Fig. 13). The jump of the channel occurs behind the microcontinent when the microcontinent has been partially subducted, leading to detachment between the upper and lower crust. This behavior promotes accretion at the trench of part of the upper crust of the microcontinent (’A’ yellow squares in Fig. 13), while another part is recycled in the mantle wedge. However, recycling in these models is limited due to the small amount of subducted material.

Differently, models with \( v_s = 4 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \) and 25-50 km-wide inner oceans show an interruption of the subduction when the microcontinents collide, with the consequent development of back thrust faults inside the upper plate (orange and red squares in Fig. 13). In most cases the subduction restarts along a new subduction channel locate within the microcontinent, with consequent accretion of the microcontinent at the trench (’A’ orange squares in Fig. 13) and partial subduction and recycling of continental material. However, the restart does not occur in case of larger microcontinents and narrower inner oceans, and the models are characterized by a final setting typical of continental collision (red squares in Fig. 13), similar to what previously observed by Tao et al. (2020). Nonetheless, a 100 km-wide inner ocean eases the subduction, with differences related to the velocity of the upper plate. In fact, a continuous subduction without jump of the channel can be observed for \( v_u = 3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1} \) (green square in the last column in Fig. 13), while a subduction jump characterized the models with a fixed upper plate (yellow square without ’A’ in Fig. 13). However, in this case the jump occurs before the collision of the microcontinent and the new subduction channel restart in front of it, therefore avoiding accretion of the microcontinent at the trench.

Therefore, our results show a direct dependence between the size of microcontinents, the size of the inner ocean, and the capability to be subducted or accreted. In general, a continuous subductions after the collision of the microcontinent does not occur if the microcontinent is wider than the size of the inner ocean, i.e. its distance from the trench. This correlation between size and initial distance of the microcontinent from the upper plate is in agreement with Yan et al. (2022), even if they considered larger microconti-
ments located further from the trench. In addition, higher velocities imposed on the subducting plates increase the coupling between the plates that results in greater difficulties to produce a continuous subduction or, in some cases, to subduct at all the microcontinent. On the contrary, higher velocities imposed on the upper plate ease the subduction of the microcontinent, as previously observed by Yang et al. (2018), and, in fact, all models with a 100 km-wide ocean and $v_u = 3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ are not characterized neither by interruption of the subduction nor jump of the subduction channel throughout their entire evolution.

All the various types of subduction we observed in our models (continuous subduction, jump of the subduction channel and collision) can be well compared to what observed in previous studies (Tetreault & Buiter, 2012; Vogt & Gerya, 2014; Yang et al., 2018), even if both different initial setup and different parameters for both rheology and initial boundary conditions were adopted. For example, either plateau subduction, underplating and basal accretion, or frontal accretion observed by Vogt and Gerya (2014) can be compared either to continuous subduction, jump of the subduction channel with both accretion and subduction, or collision of the microcontinent predicted by our models. Similarly, the evolution observed by Tetreault and Buiter (2012) in case of either homogeneous microcontinents or basal/middle detachment match either the continuous subduction or the jump of the subduction channel noticed in our models.

In addition, the jump of the subduction channel has been hypothesized for geodynamic reconstructions in different convergent margins. For example, in the reconstruction of the evolution of the Sesia-Lanzo Zone in the western Alps, Babist et al. (2006) presented a kinematic model characterized by the collision of successive continental units (i.e., microcontinents) that resulted in accretion at the trench and retreat of the subduction channel behind the microcontinents. A similar behavior has been presented by Peng et al. (2022) in their reconstruction of the tectonic evolution of Central Tibet. They considered the collision of the microcontinent Amdo against Qiangtang, leading to the subsequent jump of the subduction channel noticed in our models.

### 4.2.2 Slab geometry

We examined the shallow slab dip (above 50 km depth) of all models to determine if it depends the investigated parameters. Our models revealed a correlation between the shallow slab dip and the presence and dimensions of the introduced microcontinents in the domain (Fig. 14). Specifically, we observed a linear decrease in the slab dip for wider microcontinents, with a linear correlation coefficient of $r = -0.65$ (indicated by the black line in Fig. 14), resulting in a variation of up to $10^\circ$ between models with 25 km-wide and 100 km-wide microcontinents (Fig. 14). In contrast, the shallow slab dip does not appear to be directly correlated with either the dimensions of the inner ocean or the velocities of the plates, as already observed by Lallemand et al. (2005) and Roda et al. (2011).

On the contrary, the deep geometry of the slab seems unrelated to the size of the microcontinent but is closely tied to the velocities of the plates. All models exhibit a verticalization of the slab above 100 km deep, except for models with an upper plate moving faster than the subducting plate ($v_s = 1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ and $v_u = 3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$). For these models, two distinct behaviors can be observed: in the case of 25 or 50 km-wide microcontinents, the models are characterized by a horizontalization of the slab at approximately 200 km deep, while for larger microcontinents (i.e., 75 and 100 km), the slab does not exhibit any variation in slab dip.

### 4.2.3 Recycling in the mantle wedge

Different plate velocities influence the occurrence and style of crustal recycling in the mantle wedge, as illustrated in Fig. 15, where black arrows indicate whether recy-
Figure 14. Shallow slab dip angle of all models in relation to the dimension of the microcontinent. Dark green indicate models without microcontinent; yellow, red and light blue indicate models with 25, 50 and 100 km-wide inner oceans, respectively. Different shapes indicate different velocities imposed on the plates. Black squares indicate the average dip for different dimension of the microcontinent and the black line represents the linear correlation.

clinging of subducted material occurs for each model in different portions of the wedge at distances of 50, 75, and 100 km from the trench (left, central, and right colored rectangles). Our results indicate that models with high velocities of the upper plate ($v_u=3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$) are characterized by either the absence or a small amount of recycled material, particularly when associated with a slow subducting plate ($v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$). This is because the intense mantle flow below the overriding plate pushes the subducted material against the slab, preventing recycling. This behavior is more evident in models with 25 or 50 km-wide microcontinents, showing scarce or null recycling in the case of $v_u=3 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$, while abundant recycling is predicted at different distances for fixed upper plate (compare black arrows in the two bottom rows in Fig. 15). Furthermore, higher subducting velocities move the recycling area away from the trench. Models with $v_u=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$ show recycling at 50/75 km from the trench (left/central colored rectangles of each model, respectively, in Fig. 15), while models characterized by faster subducting plates ($v_s=4 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$) exhibit recycling at 75/100 km from the trench (central/right colored rectangles of each model, respectively, in Fig. 15). A farther distance from the trench also results in deeper regions of recycling, making it more challenging to have upwelling up to the surface or even to shallow levels of the crust. Finally, large microcontinents (75-100 km) generally allow both a deep exhumation of the frontal portion of the microcontinent (from approximately 60-70 km deep) and a shallow exhumation of the central/back portion of the microcontinent (from approximately 15-20 km deep) in the case of $v_s=1 \text{ cm yr}^{-1}$.

Therefore, the velocity of both plates and the size of a microcontinent are significant parameters to consider for better constraining geodynamic reconstruction in the case of exhumed rocks characterized by contrasting maximum pressure recorded. The recycling of subducted material also affects the dynamics of the trench. In fact, mod-
Figure 15. Temperature differences between each model and the equivalent models without microcontinent, calculated along geotherms located 50, 75, and 100 km far from the trench, as in Figs. 4, 7 and 10. Black arrows indicate areas characterized by exhumation of subducted material.

effects with fast and abundant recycling are characterized by a clear trench retreat due to the push produced by the upwelling material toward the accretionary wedge.

### 4.2.4 Thermal effects

We discuss the thermal effects due to a microcontinent in the subduction system with respect to equivalent models without microcontinents by comparing the geotherms at three different distances from the trench (50, 75, and 100 km) to separate the mantle wedge into three regions: inner, central, and outer (Fig. 15).

Our results show that the introduction of a microcontinent in a subduction system has a clear impact on the thermal state recorded in the mantle wedge, with different effects observed in different regions of the mantle wedge (Fig. 15). In particular, the inner portion of the wedge shows a general warming compared to models without a microcontinent (red left rectangles in Fig. 15), while the central and outer portions are characterized either by warming or cooling (red or blue central/right rectangles in Fig. 15) as a result of different mechanical evolution of the system.

Since the recycling of material in the inner portion of the wedge (left rectangles in Fig. 15) is limited to shallow levels, the warming in this area (approximately 50-100 °C for all models; white/light red left rectangles in Fig. 15) can be related to the heat flux produced by the recycling of deep material pushing toward the trench. However, no additional heat can be related to higher radiogenic energy produced because the placement of continental crust from the microcontinent, either by accretion or by shallow recycling, replaces similar existing continental crust of the upper plate.

Differently, recycling of continental material in the central and outer portions of the mantle wedge produces warming related both to higher radiogenic energy, because of the large amount of continental crust in the mantle, and to upwelling of deeper and hotter material. Consequently, since the dynamic inside the mantle wedge is strictly correlated to plate velocities and the size and location of the microcontinent (as explained in Section 4.2.3), all of these factors affect the final thermal state of the models. Therefore, models characterized by parameters that favor the subduction of a larger amount
of continental material from the microcontinent (i.e., low velocities of the subducting plate or a large inner ocean) exhibit a warm central mantle wedge (up to 200 °C; central rectangles either in the left panel or in the last column of the third and fourth panels in Fig. 15), where the recycling, or even the exhumation up to the surface, is more abundant. Similarly, models with larger microcontinents are characterized by an increase in temperature up to 150-200 °C in the central portion of the wedge (dark red central rectangles in the top two lines in Fig. 15), when a large amount of continental crust is subducted (i.e., for a large inner ocean).

On the contrary, high velocity imposed on the upper plate determines less warming or even cooling of the mantle wedge (central rectangles in the central columns of the second and fourth panels in Fig. 15) because of low crustal recycling in the mantle wedge (as explained in Section 4.2.3). In addition, the recycling in the central and outer portions of the wedge, even if scarce, prevents the mantle flow below the overriding plate from reaching the mantle wedge, with a consequent lack of a significant source of heat. In fact, models with a more intense mantle flow (high velocities of the upper plate) are always characterized by cooling in the outer portion of the wedge, up to 150 °C (right blue rectangles in the second and fourth panels in Fig. 15). In addition, the thermal state in the most external portion of the wedge is also affected by the slab geometry because a higher slab dip facilitates a more intense counterflow in the mantle wedge that results in higher temperatures. Therefore, models with large microcontinents and high velocities of the upper plate further limit the mantle flow toward the wedge (as explained in Section 4.2.2 for the correlation between microcontinent size and slab dip).

The assessment of temperature variations in the mantle wedge is crucial to determining whether continental material recycled in the wedge records low or high temperatures. Consequently, the metamorphism recorded by these rocks may range from Lawsonite-bearing blueschist or eclogite facies conditions to HP granulites, depending on the microcontinent subduction setting. In general, we observed that recycling in the inner and central portions of the wedge is associated with a significant warming, reaching up to 150-200 °C. This warming is of great importance because the recycled material in these areas can be exhumed to the surface more easily. Therefore, the velocity of both plates and the size of microcontinents and inner oceans are significant parameters to consider, not only for their consequences on the mechanical evolution but also for their impact on the thermal state of the subduction system. These factors have direct effects on geodynamic reconstruction, especially in the case of exhumed rocks characterized by high temperatures recorded during active subduction.

4.3 Limitations and Future Works

In this work, we mainly focus on variations in the size and location of the microcontinent, as well as variations in the initial velocity boundary conditions imposed on both plates. We evaluate their effects on the evolution of subduction. However, we did not consider rheology variations for the different materials in this study. The effects of rheology variations and different thicknesses of the microcontinent have been previously analyzed in other works (e.g. Tetreault & Buiter, 2012; Vogt & Gerya, 2014), and they were proven to have effects on the subductibility of microcontinents.

Additionally, we did not consider either melting or hydration inside the mantle wedge, although both could have effects on the recycling of material and, therefore, on the final thermal setting of the models. Future studies could expand upon the work presented here by incorporating these aspects into the numerical code.

Similarly, we decided to use 2D models to explore in detail the effects of specific parameters throughout the entire evolution of subduction systems. However, future studies could include 3D numerical models to simulate more complex tectonic settings.
Finally, future works could involve a detailed analysis of pressure-temperature-time (PTt) paths predicted by the models for subducted and exhumed particles. This would allow for a comparison with natural PTt paths observed in systems thought to have experienced subduction and/or collision of microcontinents.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the effect of different velocities imposed on both plates on the evolution of an ocean-continent subduction system. In particular, we also analyzed whether the introduction of microcontinents, characterized by different sizes and initial distances from the trench, impacts the system’s evolution.

The first significant result is that the dynamics of a subduction system, in the absence of microcontinents, are not only influenced by the total convergence velocity, but different velocities imposed on both plates, even with the same convergent velocity, also impact the evolution. In general, we observed that an increase in the velocity of the subducting plate leads to higher coupling between plates, resulting in the ablation of material from the upper plate, irrespective of the total convergence rate.

When microcontinents are introduced into the system, we observed four different styles of subduction that depend on the velocities of the plates and both the dimension and initial distance of the microcontinent from the upper plate. Specifically, our models showed: 1) continuous subduction, 2) continuous subduction with a jump in the subduction channel, 3) interruption and restart of the subduction along a new subduction channel, and 4) continental collision. We noticed that the subduction of microcontinents becomes more challenging as their dimensions increase, favoring the jump or interruption of subduction. On the contrary, a large inner ocean facilitates a continuous subduction. Additionally, different velocities of the plates also affect the subduction style; high subducting velocities make the subduction of microcontinents more difficult, while high velocities of the upper plate make it easier.

The style of subduction has primary effects on the wedge dynamics, particularly on the amount of subducted material that recycles in the mantle wedge, resulting in different thermal conditions. A fixed upper plate, especially if coupled with a slow subducting plate, favors the exhumation of recycled material from different depths up to either shallow levels or the surface. This is significant because the upwelling to shallow depths increases the temperature in the inner and central portions of the mantle wedge, directly affecting the metamorphic conditions recorded by subducted and exhumed rocks during their evolution.

Finally, models with conditions that favor the (partial) subduction of large microcontinents are characterized by synchronous exhumation of rocks derived from different portions of the microcontinent. Therefore, these rocks could have experienced either high or low-pressure and temperature conditions during their evolution.

Open Research Section

A complete description of the numerical code FALCON used in this work with the results of the benchmarks performed to test the features implemented in the code can be found on the Zenodo online open access repository Regorda (2022).

Input files with properties of the materials and parameters used in this work and the complete data set with the output files in Paraview format (vtu) of all of the models tested in this work can be found on the Zenodo online open access repository Regorda and Roda (2023).
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1. Captions for Movies S1 to S12

Introduction Here, we present Movies of strain rates, composition and/or velocity fields of some models in order to provide more detailed information on their evolution. In particular, we provide the strain rate evolution of the model without microcontinent, fixed upper plate and velocities of the subducting plate of 1 and 4 cm yr⁻¹ (model NM1 in Movie S1 and model NM3 in Movie S2, respectively), tested to verify the effects of the velocity field on the evolution of the models. In addition, to test the effects of different dimensions of the microcontinent located at various distance from the upper plate we also provide Movies with the evolution of either composition and velocity field or strain rates of models:

1. S1 and S9 with 25 km-wide microcontinents (Movies S3 and S4);
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2. M1, M3, M6 and M11 with 50 km-wide microcontinents (Movies S5, S6, S7, S8 and S9);
3. L3 and L4 with 75 km-wide microcontinents (Movies S10 and S11);
4. XL1 with 100 km-wide microcontinent (Movie S12).

**Movie S1.** Evolution of strain rates for model without microcontinent and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 1 and 0 cm yr$^{-1}$, respectively (model NM1). The model shows the development of a subduction channel with high strain rates and low strain rates in the upper plate.

**Movie S2.** Evolution of strain rate for model without microcontinent and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 4 and 0 cm yr$^{-1}$, respectively (model NM3). The model shows the development of a subduction channel with high strain rates and bands characterized by high strain rates in the upper plate.

**Movie S3.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 25 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 1 and 0 cm yr$^{-1}$, respectively, (model S1). The model shows the recycling of large amount of subducted material derived from the microcontinent.

**Movie S4.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 25 km-wide microcontinent located 100 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 1 and 0 cm yr$^{-1}$, respectively, (model S9). The model shows the recycling of large amount of subducted material derived from the microcontinent.

**Movie S5.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 50 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and
the upper plate of 1 and 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model M1). The model shows the jump of the subduction channel behind the microcontinent.

**Movie S6.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 50 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 4 and 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model M3). The model shows the development of back thrust fault in the upper plate behind the accretionary wedge.

**Movie S7.** Evolution of strain rates for model with 50 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 4 and 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model M3). The model shows interruption and restart of the subduction along a new subduction channel behind the microcontinent with the detachment of the lower crust of the microcontinent and its subsequent subduction.

**Movie S8.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 50 km-wide microcontinent located 50 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 1 and 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model M6). The model shows the detachment between the upper and lower continental crust of the microcontinent that occurs in depth, while it does not exhibit jump of the subduction channel at surface.

**Movie S9.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 50 km-wide microcontinent located 100 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 4 and 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model M11). The model shows a jump of the subduction in front of the microcontinent.

**Movie S10.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 75 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 4 and 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model L3). The model shows the
interruption of the subduction and the final setting resembles that of a typical continental collision.

**Movie S11.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 75 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 4 and 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model L4). The model shows interruption and restart of the subduction along a new subduction channel inside the microcontinent.

**Movie S12.** Evolution of composition and velocity field for model with 100 km-wide microcontinent located 25 km far from the upper plate and velocity of the subducting and the upper plate of 1 and 0 cm yr\(^{-1}\), respectively, (model XL1). The model shows both accretion of a greater amount of material at the trench and, simultaneously, recycling of subducted material from a great depth.